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Teen gang
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Loop CTA
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0 Two robberies spark renewed safety concerns

0 Some students say April's 82-cent per pack tax hike won't curb their habit

M

inutes before the stan of
noon classes, a line of students stand in front of the
Wabash
Campus
g, 623 S. Wabash Ave.,
cigarettes in hand.
Wanting to grab a few minutes
to smoke before their classes,
these artists, writers and graphic
designers probably aren't thinking
about the inevitable: Their ritualistic smoke break will cost them 82
cents more per pack after April I.
Two weeks ago. the Cook
County Board approved an 82cent tax hike on every pack of cigarettes, driving home a $2.9 billion budget the board passed Feb.
24.
This is the second major Cook
County tobacco tax increase in the
past I 0 years, a hike that will push
the price-per-pack cigarette rate
closer to $6 than ever before.
Cook County raised the tax for a
pack of 20 cigarettes on Jan. I,
1997, from 10 cents to 18 cents,
acconding to a representative from
the county Bureau of Fmance.
But Columbia students told The
Chronicle
that the tax

Ql

KamiJ Soroko, a jurtior advertising major, said that no matter
how much prices have increased
in the past, he has always found a
way to pay for cigarettes.
"I wish I could say I would
probably quit," he said, "but probably not."
Soroko said the higher cost
could prevent people from trying
cigarettes to begin with and deter
people who haven't smoked for
very long.
That's exactly what representatives from the Campaign for
Tobacco-Free Kids are banking
on.
Research studies show that
smoking habits decrease proportionately as states increase tobacco taxes, acconding to organization fact sheets.
" Although there are many other
factors involved," the website
states, "comparing the trends in
cigarette prices and overall U.S.
cigarette consumption from 1970
to 200 I shows that there is a
strong
correlation
between
increasing prices and decreasing
consumption."'
The same may not be
true for Columbia's
adult popula-
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' I'll just scrimp for a little extra
change," said senior cultural
studies major Varrick Douglas.
especially not avert him from buying fewer than two packs on the
weekend. It won't prevent him
from taking smoke breaks
between classes, either.
"Being in class for three hours,
you want to go outside and get
some fresh air," he said, "even
though this isn't getting much
fresh air."
After consistent price increases
over the past decade, cigarette tax
hikes are nothing new for smokers.
Acconding to Mike Klemens, a
representative from the Illinois
Department of Revenue, s tate
smokers experienced six tax hikes
since 1985 when officials raised
taxes for single, 20-cigarette packs
from 12 cents to 20 cents on Dec.

I.
The last increase went into
effect in July 2002, when state
taxes were boosted from 58 cents
to 98 cents.
Some cigarette merchants
resent the steep taxes, they said,
even though neither local nor state
tax increases have noticeably crippled sales in the past.
See C ig arette Tax Page 1 0

Seven teenage girls were charged
March 2 with robbing and beating
two female passengers last month
on the Chicago Transit Authority's
Red Line. One attack happened at
the Roosevelt stop near Columbia's
South Loop campus.
The apparent string of attacks has
raised safety concerns among
Columbia students.
Police and prosecutors suspect
the attacks may have been gang
related.
Some of the girls were as young
as 13. The oldest. 17-year-old
Leslie Medley, was charged as an
adult. and faces two counts of robbery, said a spokeswoman for the
Chicago Police Department·s News
Affairs.
At about 6 p.m. Feb. 29. police
said the girls approached a 31-yearold female CTA passenger on a
southbound Red Line train. As the
train approached the Roosevelt
stop. one of the girls grabbed the
passenger's handheld video game
and telephone, according to
Chicago Police Officer JoAnn

Taylor. The passenger was reponedly punched in the face by one of
the girls.
Later, around II :30 p.m., the
same band of females attacked a
42-year-old woman on the
Roosevelt stop platform, Taylor
said. Chicago Police apprehended
the girls as they ran up the Red Line
stop at East Roosevelt Road and
South State Street.
In light of the recent attacks.
some Columbia students have
banded together to ward off potential criminals.
"'I heard about it on the news:·
said Cynthia Freeman, a Columbia
jurtior who rides the CTA"s Red
Line past the Roosevelt stop to
class. "The next day, me and my
friends staned waiting for each
other after class and walking to the
train together to look out for one
another."
Walking in groups is exactly
what college officials are asking
students to do when they" re off
campus. Taylor said, despite the
fact the South Loop is one of the
safest areas of the city. college students are exceptionally vulnerable
See CTA Page 10

Meningitis found on campus
0 College won't release infected student's name
body.
Symptoms of viral mertingitis.
although varying widely. usually
A fe male Columbia student has include
nausea,
vomiting,
been d iagnosed with viral menin- migraines and a stiff neck. Odland
gitis, a communicable but rela- said. According to the Directors
tively hannless virus, college offi- of
Health
Promotion
and
cials said March 4. The college Education. the illness usually
would not identify the student.
affects those infected for less than
The college received word of one week with minimal treatment.
the diagnosis March 3 from the
Bacterial meningitis. the
Chicago-area hospital ~~-----, more serious type of infecwhere the unidentified
tion commonly known as
student was treated.
meningococcal disease.
according to Dr. Blair
annually affects more than
Odland. medical direc100 students on national
tor of Col umbia's
STVDENT LIFE college campuses. according to the Baltimore-based
Student Health Center.
Odland said that while the virus American
College
Health
the student has is contagious. Association. Students living in
fewer than one in 1.000 infected college dormitories are more than
actually develop meningitis.
six times more likely to contract
Meningitis is an infection of the bacterial meningitis than students
fluid s urrounding the brain and living off-campus, the group
s pinal column and is caused by a found.
viral or bacterial infection in the
See Men ingitis Page 10
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Calendar: March 8-12·
MONDAY
As part of "Groundbreaking Women in the Arts" and
Columbia's Lunchtime Acoustic Series, musician and composer Nicole Mitchell performs at 12:30 p.m. in the Hokin Gallery
of the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave. The
week-long celebration, in honor of Women's Month, features
performances, panel discussions and exhibits through March 20.
For more information on these free events, call (3 12) 344-

7994.
TUESDAY
The M useum of Contemporary Photography presents
"Mexico Insider/Outside," a lecture by Rod Slemmons, director
of the museum and curator of the cwrent exhibition, " Witness:
Contemporary Mexican Photojournalism," at 6 p.m.
The museum is located on the ftrst floor of the Alexandroff
Campus Center, 600 S. Michigan Ave.
Slemmons will discuss cwrent trends in Mexican social docwnentaries and journalistic pho!ography in context of the current explosion of art and docwnentary photography in Mexico,
as epitomized on the website www.wnezero.com.
For more information, call (3 12) 344-7104.

WEDNESDAY
Carol Diehl, a visiting artist-in-residence

at

March 8 2004

Columbia, dis-

cusses her work at 6 p.m. in Room 203 of the Wabash Campus
Building, 623 S, Wabash Ave., as part of the art and design lee-

A vote in the hand worth none for Bush

0

kay, I admit it: I feel badl y
for President Bus h. But, I
pity Dubya no t because he
doesn't merit c riticism (he does),
but because much of j t is unrea.sonably exaggerated in the d~cidediy
liberal press.
·
1 I'm no t a fan of our commander
in c hi ef. It 's chi c not to be. But,
/ wi th President Bus h geari ng up for
another election, I'd like to take
this o pportunity to debunk several
Dubya myth s:
I : President B ush is an idiot.
This is not a new trend . As a
w ho le. Republican presidents have
been po rtrayed as bumbling
foo ls-a Ia R o na ld Regan . Couple
that with Bus h's Texas upbringing,
the conclusion is the president is an
ignoramus. And although Texas
carries the s tigma of the stereotype
that Southerners are s luggis h and
unrefi ned, it's to u gh to deny that
every president si nce Jo hn F.
Kennedy has been a produc t o f
s ta tes belo w the Mason-Dixon
Line. ( I real ize almost half o f
California is north o f it, but who
cares? And Ford was a replaceme nt. )
2: President Bush 's education is
due to his father 's influence.
Bush the son graduated from
Yale University in '68 with a bache lo r 's degree before heading to the
Harvard
Business
School.
1 Certainl y Bus h 's father-then a
Is pecial en voy to China and a graduate o f Yale himself-had a majo r
effect o n hi s son's acceptance, ditto

I
I

hi s acceptance to Harvard. But
power and name recognition o nly
go so far, even in the ha lls of the
I vy Leag ue.
Even Sen. Ted
Kennedy, part of the most prolific
pol itica l dynasty in U.S. history,
couldn ' t avoid getti ng kicked o ut
of Harvard when he cheated on a
Spanis h exam in 1950. It doesn' t
matter who you are.
3: Pres ident Bus h is a terrible
public s peaker.
OK, thi s is true. It also frequently ser ves as fodder fo r the " Dubya
is dense" concl us io n. He gets nervo us. He stutters. He annihilates
the English language. In relations hip to o ur former mas ter oratorpresident, Bill Clinton, Dubya
looks like a panicky 10-year-old
behind the presidenti al seal-totin g
dais.
4 : Bush avoided the draft.
Hey, the Texas Air National
Guard is tough work. Gore was a
jus t a journalist, anyway. Who
needs reporters?
5: Pres ident Bush 's lies are
worse than fo rmer Pres ident
Clinton's lies.
Oh, wait-this is true.
6: President Bush is not really
our president. Our real chief executive resides in Tennessee with his
wife, Tipper.
This is also disturbingly true.
Damned Electoral College.
You know, Dubya's a to ugh chap
to defend .
The fact remains that Bush, on
the whole , is actually an anti-politi-

cian. He is not an Oxfo rd grad, he
never served in the Peace Corps, he
never worked in the state legislature. He li kes Tex-Mex, pickup
trucks and chopping wood with
Karl Rove. In some ways he's so
amiable: surely a great hus band
(except for his past drinking and
rumored drugg ing) and a lovi ng
father to his (habituall y drinking)
daughters.
But there's a dark side to the one
they call Dubya. He killed people.
As Tex as governor, I 52 people
were put to death during his fiveyear term . He's a ruthless conservative o f the worst variety: a big
business, gun -toting, Bible-thumping Republican stereotype.
But with all of this-his trademark s ho ulder-raising laug h, utter
Jack of preparedness for the office,
his love for pretzels- President
Bus h is. at heart , a good human
being. After a ll , he did give us the
largest tax rebate in U.S. history,
s ucking up the billion-dollar-plus
s urplus that would have lessened
the government 's c urrent trilliondo llar-plus deficit.
I appreciate
that, Mr. President. And Dubya's
War o n Terror has ro unded up
d ozens of Western-hating terrorists .
Nice work ! While we're at it, Bus h
has pushed us into two wars that
have failed. Now he wants to
amend the Constitution.
Poor, poor Dubya.

sion will follow the speech . The
address will be broadcast campuswide on Frequency TV.

Chicago C ultural Center, located at
78 E . Washington St., For more
information on this free event, call
(312) 344- 8213.

-ccoares@chroniclemail.com

tun: saies.

Diehl's work has been shown in group exhibitions at the

Queens Museum of Art and the Sidney Janis Gallery of New
Yoric. She is also an art critic, and has appeared in ARTnews and
The New Art Examiner. Diehl also contributes regularly to Art
in America magazine and is on the faculty of the Graduate Fme
Arts program of the School ofV.sual Arts in New York. She will
discuss her paintings and critical writing at the lecture.
For more information on this free event, call (312) 344-7887.

THURSDAY
'Wase Ass Comedy Night," a showcase of stand-up, improvisation and sketch comedy by Columbia students and members
of the Chicago community, is at 6 p.m. in the Hokin Annex of
the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave.
The event features an open mic for stand-up and sketch comedy, a performance by Indian American comedienne Sapna
Kumar and improvisational games,
Sign up begins at 6 p.m.
For more information on this free event, call (3 12) 344-7188.
FRJDAY
An opening reception for the Center for J;look and Paper Arts'
new exhibit "Structure and Skin" is at 5:30p.m. on the second
floor of the 1104 Center, I 104 S. Wabash Ave.
"Structure and Skin" focuses on the work of New York artist
Le31ey Dill, who uses paper and cloth as metaph<n to shroud or
reveal the spirit Ha techniques reflect the intricacies o f the
lnnnan condiuon. Th1s exhibition concentrates on her paper
dress and swt forms often used in her performances,
Also featured IS Cns Bruch, who investigates the coml)1(mplacc.
By imrners mg h1mself in everyday rituals and materials to create sculptural works that address social issues. Milk cartons, file
folders, sheetrock tape and liquor bottles arc among the materials helllleS.
"Structure and Skin" appear~ at the center until April 24,
l'or m<Jre information !m this free event. call (3 12) 344-6630,

If you have an upcoming event or

announcement, call The Chronicle's
news desk at (312) 3.W.7255.

2 years a~Q ill
The Chronide
Whatever happened to Catherine
A. Davy?
Davy was one o f the fin a l candi d ates bidding for the position as
president o f Columbi a upon Jo hn
B. Duff's retirement four years
ago.
It came d own to Da vy and the
other candidate, Warric k L. Carter.
In th e M a rch 6, 2000 editio n,
The C hronicle reported th at Davy
sai d s he advocated bo lster ing art
literacy and creating a s tude nt gove rnment board .
" Being in touch with stude nts is
c rit ica l,'' Davy said. "Especially in
fund rais ing. it is essenti a l to be
ab le to relate stories about students. It helps you con nect with
pote ntia l donors . which is essential
to a co llege's future ."
While the co llege's board of
tru stees sid ed with the other ca nd idate, toduy Davy is the deun o f urt s
und sciences nt Bent ley Col lege
just o utside Boston.
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The Freshman Center has
hired Marina Valdez as coordinator
of
the
SUCCESS
Minority
Mento rs hip Program.
Valdez ho lds a Mas ter 's of
Science in counseling psychology
and human services from the
U n iversity of Oregon and a bachelor 's degree from Texas Tech
Univers ity.

No, It'• CQ, not GQ, Online
•
CQ Researcher offers origina l, comprehensive reporting on
c urrent and controversial topics in
the new s, inc luding reports o n
health , international affairs, education, the e cono my and the environment. The o nline version covers
topics d a ting bac k to 1991 and can
be accessed both o n- and off-campus.
Students cnn access CQ Researcher
thro ugh the libmry's ho me page,
h llp://www,Iib .co l um.edu/clectronic/elcctronic.htm. For more information, cull (3 I 2) 344-7966.

I Announcements I erown.
••Y•
C'ol um biu President Wnrrlck

L. Carter wi ll give hl1 second SHI!e

c8iUMJIA CHIONICLI

Say hello to our new friend

or the Coll ege Address on Murc h
I 0 a t noon In the Perauson T hcuter
or the A lexundrorr Campus tenter,
600 S . Mlc hl l!an Ave.
Student ~ . Rtnrr und fac ulty ore
Invited to ullcnd . A Q· nnd · A scs·

~but no lUIIe throne
•
Co lumbin'~ enter for Asinn
Art s nnd M cd ill, the
h lcul!o
Departme nt of ulturnl Al'fnirs.
The Amcrh:un lndiun enter. the
Arnb Arnerlcnn Action Netwo rk
nnd the Ins t it ute of Puerto Rican
Arts
nnd
C ultu re
present
" rownlnt! O lmy.'' n Morc h 10
prcsentntlon or multkulturnl hnt s.
headwcnr nnd ornnmcntMtlon.
The prcscntntlon Is nt 6 p .m . In
Prcuon Orndl cy Hall In the

Weather
AccuWeatber 7-day
forecast for Cbicaao
\ h nul.l\

\ l. u ~

h S
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Survey says: OASIS
winning over faculty
0
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Panel talks politics
0 Open call for bipartisan student organizations at Columbia

Learning Management Systems catching on

By Andrew Greiner
Assistant News Editor
According to a survey, the
OASIS computer system is taking
off at Columbia, but the system's 6mail function is still giving students
trouble.
·
The survey, released by the
Center
for
Instructional
Technologies, measured the use of
the Learning Management System
tools in Columbia classrooms, said
Rebecca Courington, director of the
center.
The results of the survey were
separated into three periods: before
Nov. 7, 2003; between Nov. 7 and
Dec. I, 2003; and after Dec. I,
2003. These periods are significant
in analyzing the effectiveness of
OASIS because during these times
OASIS went through structural
changes. After Nov. 7, a second
server was installed to handle the
burden OASIS encountered during
fall 2003 registration, Courington
said.
Results showed that after the
implementation of a second server
on the system, the difficulty associated with using OASIS went down
considerably. Before the Nov. 7
installation, 58 percent of OASIS
users thought the LMS tools were
somewhat confusing. After the second server was added, complaints

said. She said that IMail is a lowend mail system, and the college is
looldng at other, more expensive email options.
"If what we've got is impeding
communication, what good is it?"
Courington said.
Rasinariu Constantin, a teacher
in the Science and Math
Department, doesn't send his students information through the
OASIS e-mail because most of the
students are accustomed to outside
e-mail providers, such as Hotrnail,
Yahoo! and AOL.
"Students have a tendency to not
check multiple e-mail addresses,"
Constantin said.
Still, Constantin said he likes
OASIS as a teaching tool.
"I use it daily," Constantin said.
"I upload handouts and assignments [to OASIS)."
The student response to OASIS
is encouraging, as well. The survey
data shows that the LMS system is
being received better across campus.
'The school has done a good job
of getting the faculty involved with
[OASIS)," Gamis said.
"Everyone hates it, but I love it,"
said Nina Fultz, a freshman film
major. ''First semester, no teachers
[of mine) used OASIS, and it was
hard if you lost your syllabus. If we

* Easy to •

Somewhat confusing.
but we can use it

•

Difficult to use

Carla Lachmantrhe Chronicle

about confusion dropped to 28 percent.
"What has been done with
OASIS in the past year is nothing
short of amazing," said Laura
Levitt-Gamis, assistant to the chair
of the Television Department.
"What took me 20 minutes to do
last semester takes me five minutes
this semester."
Though the popularity of OASIS
is growing, the survey also showed
the system's e-mail function is still
a problem for some students.
The OASIS system provides a
mail forwarding option, allowing
users to synchronize existing e-mail
accounts with their OASIS e-mail.
But Courington said some students
who took advantage of this function
noticed the forwarded OASIS emails were treated like spam, or
junk e-mail, by their outside
providers.
"If [students) didn't check their
junk mail folder, they didn' t know
that they got any e-mail,"
Courington said.
The e-mail system used by
OASIS is not part of the OASIS
software. OASIS uses a system
called IMail, which is not related to
Janzibar, the company that markets
the OASIS software, Courington

get a handout, they scan it. If we
lose a handout, we can go get it."
The Center for Instructional
Technologies is currently battling
the remaining OASIS issues with a
series of workshops and online
tutorials built into OASIS.
The tutorials can be found by
clicld ng on the help links on the
right-hand side of the OASIS
homepage, then choosing the
"show me how" tab. The tutorials
can be viewed as PDF files or as
QuickTime movies.
The workshops run all year and
each addresses a different issue.
'The turnout at the workshops
before the semester is great, but
they fall off once the semester
starts.
People are busy,"
Courington said.
Gamis believes students need to
accept the program in order for it to
fully succeed.
"I used it last semester, and I
found it to be a mixed bag," Gamis
said. "Around [the Television
Department] we are trying· to set it
up so everyone has to use it.
'The biggest issue is getting the
word out that this is how the world
works now. I can't believe that a
generation of ldds raised on computers are so slow to accept a new
system."

Tammy Mayberry (left) and Courtney Hull hold the stage at a political forum on March 2.
The forum took p lace in the Hokin Annex and Gallery in the Wabash Campus Building, at 623 S.
Wabash Ave.

By Mark W. Anderson
Associate Ecitor

No matter which side they may
be on, getting involved in politics
is one of the most important things
college students can do. That was
the message of a recent
Democratic and Republican informational forum held in the Hokin
Annex and Gallery in the Wabash
Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash
Ave., and sponsored by Student
Affairs and the Office of Student
Leadership.
The March 2 forum brought
together local representatives from
the Democratic and Republican
parties in Illinois and culminated
in a. call by Dominic Cottone,
director of Student Leadership, for
the
creatio n
of
separate
Democratic and Republican student organizations on campus that
would allow students a place to
express their political beliefs.
At the forum, students listened
to representatives of the competing political parties outline the
basic tenets that characterized

their parties ' platforms before
being allowed the chance to talk
one-on-one with party members in ·
informal sessions.
Kathleen Thomas, -president of
the Chicago Republican Women's
Network; Julia Beckman, CRWN
board member; and Jody
Triandiflou, board member of the
Illinois Federation of Republican
Women
represented
the
Republican point of view, while
Tammy Mayberry, senior policy
adviser of the Hull for Senate
campaign and Courtney Hull, volunreer coordinator of the Hull for
Senate campaign and the daughter
of U.S. Senate candidate Blair
Hull, stood for the Democrats.
Mindful of the Illinois primary
election scheduled for March 16,
the party representatives urged
students to become involved in
working for the candidate of their
choice.
" You might think you can't get
involved, but it's very easy,"
Triandiflou said. "Simply find a
candidate who shares your values

and volunteer. Ring doorbells,
work the phones and talk to people
about your candidate."
Beckman reminded students
that while Republicans and
Democrats are often at odds with
each other, in the end, the parties
simply represent different means
to essentially the same end.
"Both
Democrats
and
Republicans want what's best for
this country and what's right for
our famil ies," she said. "We j ust
disagree on how to do that."
Mayberry agreed.
"No matter what your political
affi liation, you should become
involved in the way you feel best,"
she said. " Basically, it comes
down to bei ng yourself-find
something that you believe in and
get involved."
The idea for the forum originated
from
Lauren McLain,
Columbia
College
Fashio n
Association president and Student
Organizational Council representative. Along with Cottone, she
See Politics Pane l Page 7

Low-carb c~ hits Columbia
0

Campus cafe menus conform to guidelines of South Beach Diet program

By Scott Carlson ·
Assistant News Ecilor
In response to the current wave
of low-carbohydrate diet trends,
Columbia 's cafes now cater to
waistline-watchi ng crowds.
As of March 3, Columbia 's
campus cafes, including the
Underground Cafe in
the
Alexandroff Campus Center, 600
S. Michigan Ave.; the Glass
Curtain Cafe at the 1104 Center,
1104 s. Wabash Ave.; and the
Hokin Gallery Cafe at the Wabash
Campus Building, 623 s. Wabash
Ave., offer new menu items that
comply with the standards of the
South Beach Diet program.
According to Nancy Bernier,
who operates food service in the
campus canteens, it was only natural that Columbia offer up new
food items to people worried
about their weight.
" We decided since there are so
many people on 1ow-carb d.•ets,

and it fit with the food we were
already offering, we would try to
offer some new things," Bernier
said.
The South Beach Diet, created
by cardiologist Dr. Arthur
Agatson, differs from other lowcarbohydrate diets. For instance,
the Atkins approach restricts daily
intake of carbohydrates to 20
grams from program-acceptable
foods.
In the three-stage South Beach
Diet, carbohydrate-heavy foods,
including breads, rice, potatoes
and baked goods, are removed
from the dieter's menu in the twoweek first stage. In the second and
third stages, the removed foods
are eventually reintroduced. The
plan 's aim is not to deprive the
body of the foods, but to modify
eating habits so that they are eaten
less often.
Bernier said the decision to
offer foods friendl y to the South

Beach Diet came in response to
other diets' restrictions.
"We didn't want to get into the
Atkins thing, because it's tootightly programmed," Bernier
said. ' 'This o ne just requires that
you eliminate certain foods and
eat lots of others, which is all
healthy stuff, without count ing
calories or weights."
The new campus cafe · menus
include larger salads with added
protein from tuna, chicken and
cheeses; low-fat cottage cheese;
trays of diet acceptable fruits;
hard-boiled eggs; and sugar-free
gelatin.
According to Bernier, the Iransition to the new menu required
few changes to the old. Before the
diet program was instituted,
Columbia cafes already utilized
healthy cooking procedures, such
as cooking with olive oil, a key
point of the South Beach plan.
See Low Ca rb Page 7
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100 million free songs.
.

.

Drink Pepsi, 1 in 3 wins.
Legally download free music at iTunes.com

The Columbia College iPod Give-away
FIRST PRIZE:

SECOND PRIZE: JBl

iPod

Creature Speakers

The perfect com panion for your I Pod.

The world's most popular
digital music player

A $99 value

Mac or Windows, IPod does both. And so does

THIRD PRIZE: $20

iTunes, th e world 's best juk~x sOftware and
best-selling online music store.

iTunes Gift Certificate

Good for S20 of music In the !Tunes Music Store.

A $269 value

A $20 value

I

I

Visit the Apple Store@ Columbia College in Suite 20S, 623 S. Wabash to enter!
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Small.

Power Mac GS
The wo rld's fastest
person al com puter,
now w ith 64-bit
technology.

,

tl

Start ing at $1599.00

.....

Mini.

... ..

...
PowerBook G4
Portable power in
three outstanding sizes12-, 15-, and 17-inches.
Start ing at $1399.00

_,.

iPod

iPod

Choose your size15-, 17-, or 20-inch
flat panel d isplays,
<~ II on an am <~z in g
<~dj u stin g neck.

The world's most
popular digital
music player

The world's smallest
1,000-song digital
music player

..

15, 20, or 40GB
3,700, 5,000, or
10,000 songs

4 GB for 1,000 songs,
all in the size of a
business card

From $269

$229

Discounted fo r Students

Discounted fo r Students

f
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Starting at $1199.00

iBook
L<~ptop ~ize and
por tab ility for the
rn~ sse ~.

~- -

St arting at $949.00

n

~~lf• ' • •j

M• c or Windows, IPod d oe" bot h.
And ~u rlOfJ\ lluntt$, 1htt world\

Tht IPod mini comes

b~t

colot' : sliver, gold,
pink, b lue, • nd gt·H n.
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Campus News

College Council
reviews teacher
evaluation policy
0 Motion now awaits Carter's approval
By Lisa Ba]de
Managing Editor

.

came

Yolanda Andrade, an artist from Mexico City, 'stands by her work featured in the
of
Contemporary Photography inside the Alexandroff Campus Building, 600 S. Michigan Ave.
Andrade's exhibit runs until April 28.
.

Butler's Columbia story comes to an end
0 Longtime mentor leaves school for a new position at Chicago State
That move was quickly followed
by a switch to the Freshman Center
In 1988, a first class stamp cost where Butler began working as a
25 cents, U2 won the Gramrny for student adviser.
Butler created the Minority
Album of the Year for The Joshua
Mentorship Program, what she
Tree, COs outsold vinyl records for.
the first time and Mary Butler called her proudest achievement. at
began her career at Columbia- a the center over two years ago. The
career that came to an end Feb. 27. program was created to help
"All the students are so sad she's improve Columbia's low minority ·
leaving," said Lakisha Cooper, retention rate by matching new
administrative assistant in the freshmen and transfer students with
Freshman Center. 'That's the kind student mentors who help the new
navigate
around
of relationship that people have students
with Mary. She's upfront and easy Columbia.
"Many of these students may
to talk to. She's like a big sister to
me. I'm going to miss being able to possibly be the first generation of a
run into her office, close the door family that goes to college," Butler
said. "And what they find when
and just vent."
Columbia's loss is Chicago State they get here is that a lot of them
University's gain , where Butler haven't been given the skills to sucwill be the director of admissions ceed in a collegiate atmosphere
from their high schools."
evaluations staff.
The mentorship program holds
"I will have a small staff of about
four, and I'll be involved in the day various social events throughout
to day of running the office." Butler the school year.
"!The events] allowed student~
said. "I'm looking forward to the
to meet people they might not
more traditional hours."
Butler began her long journey always meet," Butler said. ·
There are also personal workwith Columbia as a transcript coordinator in the Records Office and shops de>igned to help students
then became a transcript evaluator, academically.
"fhat's where we arm them with
a position she held for eight years.
After her stint in the Records the tools needed. to stay in schoolOffice, Butler moved to the Art things like taking notes, writing
Department, where she worked as a essays, math skills and, above all,
time management. That's a biggie,"
fashion design tech.
Butler said.
By Lance Williams
StaH Writer

Ug~ate-,-T~eater

Butler, who graduated from
Columbia in 1992 with a bachelor's
degree in management, said she
saw a need for the program. Having
been a student at Columbia allowed
her to tailor the program to fit students· needs.
"Columbia has a really low
minority-retention rate," Butler
said. " 1 created this program with
that in mind. The mentorship program was really designed to help
smooth ~he transition from high
school to college."
Now that she has decided to
leave after 16 years, Butler has a
new transition to deal with.
" It was a very difficult decision
to leave," Butler said. 'The hardest
pan will be leaving my co-workers
and the students. After 16 years.,
somewhere along the way it doesn't just become a job, it becomes a
pan of your li fe. These people
become a pan of your family."
Butler is leaving the Minority
Mentorship Program in the hands
of Marina Valdez, a graduate of the
University of Oregon.
"She will bring a lot to the position," Butler said. "She will be a
good fit for the school."
Valdez sa,id she's got some big
shoes to fill: • ·
"Mary has created an awesome
program," Valdez said. "I really
just want to build off of what Mary
has created." .

Filling in bubbles on a traditional Scantron sheet to evaluate teachers could be phased
out if Columbia 's president
approves a recent Co ll ege
Council vote.
After more than two years of
critiquing Columbi a's teacher
evaluation process, the College
Council decided Mar. 5 that
current forms of evaluating
part- and full-time teachers
each semester may not be suffic ient to accurately determ ine
teaching qualities.
Meth od s, s uch as the
Scantron forms that the school
and some academic departments have used to rate teachers in the.past, could be revised
or even thrown out as a result.
The council approved the
motion to "endorse the policy
of multiple evaluation mechanisms with a linked commitment for adequate resourcing."
This decision will push forward the initiatives set by the
council's
E valuation
Commi ttee to reconsider how
the college evaluates its teachers, as well as how those evaluations are used by departments.
Reiterating a report completed by the evaluation committee
in spring 2003, council members said they want to implement more peer reviews of
teachers' work both in and out
of the c lassroom, as well as
more extensive, written student
reviews.
"I think we need to address
this issue ... in terms of fulltime and part-time faculty
together,"
said Associate
Provost Jan Garfield during the
Frid ay meeting. "The important next step wou ld be to
make sure we have the training
and workshops are in place."
Garfield to ld The Chronicle
that the Provost's Office has
money in its professional
developme nt fu nd to train
instructors how to appropriately and effec ti ve ly critique
other teachers.
She said it's important to
teac h these method s to at least
a qu arter of teachers at
Columbi a, so those teac hers

can show others Columbi a's
expectations for evaluation.
The
evaluati on
report
sho wed that 40 percent of
Columbia departments evaluate their fu ll -time fac ulty
members. Fewer than 7 percent of the departments evaluate part-time faculty.
As a result, some instructors
may only get evaluated by a
collegewide Scantron evaluatio n, a critique that those
teacher-s may never even see.
"The Evaluation Committee
suggests that best practices be
implemented as part of the
processes associated with faculty evaluation," the evaluation committee report stated.
"In particul ar the committee
believes that no si ng le tool
s hould be used to assess a
teacher' s performance or a
course's effectiveness at meeting curric ular needs."
The motio n to add more
evaluation mechanisms will be
given to Columbia President
Warrick L . Carter for approval.
In other council news, the
council approved a motion to
support new initiatives from
the Budget and Priorities
Committee.
The committee proposed
ways to stabilize the college 's
budget under possible gains or
losses in the next fiscal year.
If the college were to experience an increase in enrollment,
the sc hool would use the
money for extra scholarships,
salary increases for staff and
fac ulty, technology advancements and more academ ic
space, the report stated.
If the zero percent tuition
hike for next semester causes
the school to lose money, the
commi ttee s uggested another
h iri ng freeze and halting s~ l ary
increases fo r administrators,
according to the report.
Alicia Berg, a former city
pl anning official and the new
vice president of campus environment, made an appearance
at the meeting to to ut her first
week on campus.
She said s he would work
with the Vice Pres ident of
Facilities and Operations Mike
Debish to build a better campus
environment for the college.

building insects may not be wa~tr

0 Administration officials say bugs, now thought to be oriental cockioaches, will be extermin.ated
The f~~~J.Jri~a~he have a different kind of through sewer pipes and, live
According to P~a~ Stai,_(;S."

rr theater 6'uitti~tr

JM .fiotli be

insect- the oriental cock·
roach.
guests reirf1 are. ' ~A/;
According to Pennsylvania
In the F11b, 23 i.sue, The State University Entomology
~~W.fJr.W!teJ;..,,Oepartment't
website,
vlfJ)(il«l9~.mittY'•!orientat cockroaches arc
members In the lhh Street often nic knamed water bugs
Campus Building, 72 E. 11th becau~ of their selection of
St., tor more than five year•. d11rk, damp areas, such as
The infiJtation 1n ' question, under sinks in damp bale·
howeve, , may not be from ments, Both Insects live in
w•ter beetles.
wet areas, but because
The theater building' may Orie ntal cockroaches travel

aware

wh<e their

unw1lcome

on the fi lth and decaying mat·
ter inside, the species can be
conslde~d a greater annoy·
ance than the water beetle,
which simply OlliS small
insects and plants.
Faculty members say that
the problem started in the
third-floor bathroom, but
moved down a story to the
walls of the makeup room,
where the bathroom 'a water
pipes arc located.

Entomology Department, oRZ'\ flna~.jli_~pr~~m('~

ental cockroaches are batdly
ever found on walls, ill hip
c upboards or ~n the upper
floo~ o.f bulld,_h\gs,
Tom Muh1. a m~mber of lbo
Theater Department wbQ baa
seen the lofe•taUon up·QlQ$0
on sev~ral occas.lQns, s.id that
after looking at photos, tho '
insects In tho makeup room
resembled the Oriental cock·
roaches moro than water bee·

nqt
expert.,
"l don'-t ~I

the~ 'l.t~:!>i t J~

gonl(l'~l,tQ\t w

Offl.cral$ ~rom
adminl$U''t~oq ag(
care o( tbo l>~t
tlon. "'
-$~ott

Carlson
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Ku~os from Hollywood

Columbia, can you hear me?

0 Columbia student receives TV award for video

0 Campus radio station has trouble reaching off-campus listeners
By Chris Coates
Eato11n-CNef

Courtesy Michael Hogan

Michael Hogan in New York, where he interns for Comedy
Central's The Daily Show with Jon Stewart.
By Bumedette Bicek
Staff Writer
Not long ago, Michael Hogan
was in school trying to figure out his
niche. Today, he is trying to figure
out what suit to buy for the M arch
28 awards ceremony he will be
attending in Hollywood.
Hogan, 22, a senior television
post-production major, placed third
for music with his video,
"Chicago," in the 2004 College
Television Awards competition, a
contest sponsored by the Academy
of Television Arts and Sciences
Foundation.
The video won Hogan $500 and
an all expenses paid trip to
Hollywood for three days, where he
will accept his award at the gala
awards
ceremony
at
the
Renaissance Hotel, located in the
Hollywood and Highland Complex.
The site is also home to the Kodak
Theater, where the Oscars were held
Feb. 29.
The competition recognizes
exceptional student films and video
productions and exposes them to the
television and film industries. It also
provides exposure to students and
faculty from 2,000 institutions
nationwide, said Price Hicks, director of educational programs for The
Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences.
The foundation, a nonprofit
organizatio n, creates and funds educational programs by implementing
the resources and membership o f
the academy, one of three sister
organizations that administers the
Emmy Awards.
Hogan said he decided to submit
his project, which he completed for
a Video Tech I class, after seeing an
advertisement in the department.
"I saw a poster in the TV
Department, and there wasn't an
entry fee. So I thought, what the
heck, I'll submit this," Hogan said.
Hogan's video features scenes of
the city, coordinated with Frank
Sinatra's song "Chicago."
Before leaving for New York,
Hogan interned for his former
Columbia
instructor,
Sergio
Lozano, a scoreboard operations

Politics Panel

manager for the United Center.
Lozano said he wanted to put
together a co llage of Chicago
scenes to play before Bulls games,
but he never had time. After seeing
Hogan's video, he said he no longer
had to produce one-Hogan's video
now plays at the United Center
before every Bulls game.
"There were three students that
really stood out [in class], and he
was one of those three," Lozano
said. "It wasn't until I saw his fm;t
project [that] I knew good things
were going to happen to him."
Lozano said he was not surprised
Hogan won an award.
"He did it in a real creative way,
the way he shot things and edited it
together," he said. " He did an outstanding job with it, hence the
award. He was definitely one of my
best students."
Hogan said he grew interested in
television at a young age, when he
and his brother started experimenting with an o ld VHS camcorder.
"We made short movies and stuff,
that's all we really did," Hogan said.
" We never did anything really big."
Hogan currently resides in New
York City, where he interns at
Comedy Central's news parody,
"The Daily Show with Jon
Stewart."
"I landed and I thought, wow, I'm
actually doing it," Hogan said. "!
never thought I could get this far."
According to Hicks, Hogan's
award is also a success for
Columbia, which has recently seen
an increase o f submissions to the
contest.
"I'm really delighted that we're
hearing more and mo re from
Columbia Coll ege in Chicago,
because I know they have been
working on this for many years, and
it's beginning to pay off for them,"
Hicks said.
Hicks encourages students to submit their work and give the competition a shot. Since there is no entry
fee, all the students lose is a video
tape and postage, Hicks said.
"You don't know how well you
could compete until you do," she
said.

Contilmedfrom Page 3

started working o n the forum about
a month prior, contacting representatives of the political parties and
organizing the forum in an effort to
gauge how much interest in politics there was among students o n
campus.
" I think we have a lot of people
who are interested in making a
change and doing something,"
McClain said. "So I started getting
some people together, and we met
with Dominic to see what we could
do."
McLain, a Republican, said that
in a primarily liberal school, she

feels that more politically conservative points of view are often dismissed or attacked on campus.
''There are some students who
feel unsafe discussing their political beliefs in classes and elsewhere," she said. " By having these
groups, and with open forum s like
this, students may feel safer in
expressing what they believe in
politically."
At the forum's conclusion,
Cottone made an o pen call for the
creation of separate Democratic
and Republican student organizations on campus. He said that stu-

In theory, Bob Signorelli's
Monday night radio show o n
Columbia's student radio station
can reach anyone in the world-at
least over the Internet. In fact, the
World Wide Web is more or less the
only way to hear anything on
WCRX-FM, Columbia's ultra lowwattage radio station.
"You would think we would have
a stronger signal ," said Signorelli, a
senior radio major who hosts "Soul
Power" on Mondays at 7 p.m on
WCRX-FM.
Registering at . 88.I mHz,
Columbia's part-time radio station
is so weak that the signal is all but
impossible to receive in Chicago, a
city with hundreds of radio stations.
And on Columbia's campus, which
is hemmed in on all sides by multistory buildings and other powerful
antennas, the college's radio station
is too weak to register on conventional radios most of the time.
"Remember we're IOO watts,"
said Cheryl Morton-Langsto n,
WCRX's station director. "W.e're
surrounded by about 7,000 highrises."
Although the station's antenna is
close to Columbia's campus-the
college buys space o n the
University of Illinois' at Halsted
and Harrison streets-the lo w

7

wattage prevents the station from to listeners.
being heard most of the time.
"It's such a shame people within
The Federal Communications a small distance can't hear it,"
Commission allows public and col- Signorelli said.
lege outlets to purchase radio freAnd it is a very small distance.
quencies on the lowest 30 channels. On the other hand, the other station
In I986, the college was granted a Signorelli works at-WSCR-AM,
Class A noncommercial license on 'The Score Sports Radio"-regisone of the weakest bands the FCC ters at 670-kHz and can reach poroffers. Columbia's station also tions of northern Kentucky and cenoperates only I7 hours a day.
tral Michigan in favorable condiIn fact, according to the FCC, tions, according to the FCC.
seven other stations within driving
On a clear day, WCRX-FM can
distance of Columbia use frequency reach the Lincoln Park Zoo, accord88.I-FM, including Wheaton ing to the FCC.
But 'The Score" doesn't offer
College; Lewis University in
Lockport, Ill.; New Trier High what staffers said brings in most of
School in Winnetka, Ill.; Lyons WCRX's audience-a live, streamSchool
in ing radio broadcast online.
Township
High
LaGrange, Ill.; and Rock Harper
According to Morton-Langston,
College in Palatine, Ill.
the station has received messages
Coupled with the more than IOO from listeners as far away as
commercial FM radio stations in England, Denmark and even U.S.
Chicago, Columbia's weak signal is soldiers stationed in Iraq, who listened to Columbia's radio station
simply washed out.
According to Morton-Langston, via the web.
" I don' t care if two people hear
the station is stuck with the signal it
it," she said. " I just want [the stuhas.
"It's not a money issue," she said. dents] to get a fabulous experi"It's more like a technological ence."
She ·s not alone.
nightmare issue." She suggests put" It's just about the experience,"
ting radios "close the your window"
to get the station's s ubdued signal.
said Lindsey Parker, a senior radio
Yet Signorelli said the station's major and host o f 'The One Stop
unique programming-such as Shop" on Tuesday nights at 9 p.m.
February's Black History Month "It's not about how many people are
coverage- merits more availability listening." ·

WW Carb Conrilu•edfrom Page 3
Bernier said the cafes also already
o ffered vegetarian chili and ho memade soups, fresh produce and
shunned processed food.
"What we were doing before is
healthy, and we've still retained all
of those things," Bernier said.
"Now, we're doing more concentration o f those things."
While the menu is s till fairly
new, many students have positive
opi nions about it.
"It's a good balance," said Ian
Bogere, a sopho more film major.
"People can choose the right range
of food forthemselves if they want
to lose weight, and people who
don't want to can still eat there.
because they haven't changed the
rest o f the menu."
Not all students are willing to
embrace diets that util ize low-carbohydrate method s. Some students, such as freshman Erin
Hartnett, said the diet craze is a
hazardo us fad .
"People always look to the
short-term , when in the lo ng-run,
these kinds o f diets are dangerous," Hartnett said. "People are
more worried about how they wiII
look tomorrow than how they will
in 80 years."
C hristine McDaniel, a student
employee in the Hokin Gallery
Cafe also said the menu might

have a longer way to go in convincing some customers.
"We've sold a few things, and a
lot of people are talking about it,
but no one's really buying it yet,"
McDaniel said.
McDaniel also said the low-carb
diets are fads, but they are still a
healthier way to live and eat.
" A lot of people buy our salads
and fruit salads, and I think that's
still a healthier way to eat instead
of jus t gtvmg up things,"
McDaniel said.
Bernier, however, said she has

dent organizations associated with
political parties have not been on
campus for many years and the
time is right to create them.
" We have many artistic, professional and sports-related student
o rganizations here o n campus, but
we don't have any that are political
in nature," Cottone said. ''There
has to be any number of students
[on campus] who are politically
involved and would be interested
in getting together in an organization like this."
Once a staple of college campuses across the nation, student
o rganizations directly affiliated
with mainstream political parties
have fallen somewhat out o f favor

in the last few decades. Some of
the decline is directly attributable
to a lack of interest in politics
among students.
Other factors, however, may
come into play, particularly within
schools that may not be traditional
four-year institutions and require
students to live away from ho me.
"Student populations differ fro m
one campus to another," said Scott
Keeter, an associate director o f the
Pew Research Center for the
People and the Press, who specializes in civic engagement among
youth. "Residential campuses may
have higher levels of participation
because politically-minded students have an easier time organiz-

seen a positive response from the
Columbia population at the
Underground Cafe so far. If the
diet menu takes off with the
Columbia community, she said the
menu will expand to offer more
diet-friendly bakery items. But, in
that event, expansion would not
mean a change to the menu students are already familiar with.
"As the demand increases, we
will increase the number of offerings that we have, but we wi ll
retain the rest of the menu that
we' ve always had," Bernier said.

~~~=

The Underground Cafe promotes its newly implemented South
Beach menu with an explanation of the diet. The items are
available at three campus cafes.
ing. At a college with a higher percentage of commuters. however,
you have less time on campus for
students to do things, and students
are torn in many directions-fulltime jobs, fami lies-so you don't
see as much campus activism."
Republican Kathy Thomas
agrees.
" I'm not s ure a lot of people in
college think about [their political
affiliation] one way or another."
Thomas said. "You really have to
reach out and do the kind of grassroots work necessary to to uch
those who may not be paying as
much attention as those who are
more directly involved."
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RIDE COLUMBIA!

LAST WEEKS MINUTES
STATE OF THE COLLEGE
ADDRFSS COMING SOON!

The following is a brief representation of what the Columbia College Chicago Student Government
Association discussed at the last senator meeting.
--Officers Report
-President
-There is a shuttle meeting this Thursday at 4 p.m. in the hub
-We are talking about lockers as well
-State of the College Address is next Wednesday at noon in the Ferguson
-Old Business
-Mardi Gras Recap
-Went fantastic
-One of the bigger ni ght events Columbia has had
-State of the College Address
-We have had a test on the live feed it is a go
-Underground Cafe will be overflow
-Committee reports
-Student Affairs
-There was a meeti ng
-Mike Debish was called about smoking in stairwells and we should write letters
of intent to get people not to smoke
-There is a meeting with Mark Kelly on Thursday to talk about how they
can work together.
-Graduate Affairs
-GSAB and committee fo rum s have started
-They arc going well
-There is no one in Financial Aid to deal with graduate issues and there
used to be, so we urc hoping we cun get them buck
·New fJuslncss
-Presidential Appointment
-Jason Henderson-Music Dcpurtmcnt senator
Academic Issue

On March 10 in the
Ferguson Theater at noon,
there will be a State of the
College Address delivered by
Dr- Warrick L Carter, the
president
of
Columbia
College. This is an event
made for students to meet our
president and hear what's new
at the college, This is also an
opportunity to meet several
the vice presidents and di scuss
current issues. These members of the administration are
the people who really help
shape the schooL So if you
have any concerns such as
smoking, facility usage. or
faculty or academic concerns,
this is a very valuable event to
attend. You not only get to
hear what is happening with
the school straight from the
people who help make deci·
srons, but there is also a Q&A
se~s 1on after the speech. And
of course there wi ll be free
food ! So 1f you care about
your school. and the changes
that are happenmg that will
· I low arc tcuchcrs uctually cvuluutcd '/
effect your education. it would ·Other Huslncss
be benef1cial to attend.
'k>me topics like ly In be t - - --:-w_c_h_uv_c_b_cc_n_8_u.;;.n;_c_s,_cd_to_b..;,y_,_
, r_uc_'lrllt.;;.y_m_c_m_bc_r_t_h_ut_w_c_r_c_n_ot_v_l~_
·ib_l_c_el_•o_u.;;.gh_ _ __,
touched
on
are.
CONTACT INFORMATION
e-muil: sga@c<JIUII'I.edu
Student f'i naoc1al Serv1cet
Twt1on
f'&eiii!ICS

Mantfest
Student lnvl>l\<emenl

l' honc: 312·344·66S7
PAX: 3 12· 344-1$423
11()4

S. Wubush 1\vc.

{'hicugo, JL 6060j
Student Orgunlzotions HU UtOrn~:o
Of1PICB OPEN: M ·TH 10-4

COMING SOON FROM THE
SGA!

You've seen the ads,
you've signed
Petitions, now it is here!

tlie

Get on it!
Ride Columbia offers
safety, security,
wannth and, of
course, a chance to
meet other Columbia
Community members!
Network, talk,

FIND A DATE,
who knows!
It's ALL possible with

RIDE COLUMBIA!
GLOSSARY
Mike Ocblsh: Heud of fudlities
for the college.

GOVERNING AOVI E
Stute of the Col!eae Address.
Macch 10. 12 p.m.

Ferauson

"t never think of th t\uure. It
com s oon enouah."
·Albert Eln t In
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SENIOR SEMINAR HAS ANNOUNCED THE WINNERS OF...

Creativity with a Conscience: The Alexandroff Exhibit
1ST PLACE ($300): R.

ENRIQUE MARTINEZ

2ND PLACE ($250):

VONNIE WALKER

3RD PLACE ($200):

IREC KRISKE

4TH PLACE ($150):

ANNE DAILEY

5TH PLACE ($1 00):

ALLISON MINAS

HONORABLE MENTION: Bryan Brooks, Chandra
Brown, & Racheal Jefferson.

JUDGES: lnhe Choi, program director of the

Judges from left: Encranation Teruel, lnhe Choi, & Dominic Molen

Crossroads Fund; Dominic Malon, associate curator of
the Museum of Contemporary Art; & Encarnation Teruel,
acting director of Visual Arts, Media Arts & MultiArts
Programs at the Illinois Arts Council.

The Alexandroff awards celebrate the life and vision of Mike and Jane Alexandroff,
whose leadership contributed greatly to the growth of Columbia College.
"Creativity with a Conscience: The Alexandroff Exhibit'' will continue until March 12.

Educational Studies Lounge 33 E. Congress, Room 404

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
For more information contact Margie Nicholson, Senior Seminar, 312-344-8188.

II

Scholarships
Applications are now available for this unique scholarship program.
Scholarship winners receive:

• Grants
Up to$ 3000 to help complete projects in
all fields of the arts and communications

• Opportunities
To work with leading professional in
Chicago's communications industry

Learn more and pick up an
application by visiting:
C-Spaces Galleries

312.344.7696
Student Activities
623 S. Wabash - Suite 313

• Spring Showcases
In the Hokin Gallery

Application Deadline : April 5, 2004
http:/;www.colum.edu/student-affairs/student_life/index.html

312.344.7459

COL~
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Students nap on
CAT program

Check out the new "gear

o Rewards program continues despite lack of interest
By Bumadette Blcek
Stall Writer

a.t. ~ Clvonicll
Krizia McFerren struts down the runway at the March 5 BLAZE Fashion Extravaganza,
presented by the CoWmbla Urban MusicAssociation, atJhe,Conaway CenteF in the 1104

Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.

..

Meningitis Continuedfrom Front Page
Because of its communicable
nature, most colleges require students living in donnitories to have
vaccinations to prevent bacterial
meningitis outbreaks.
Columbia does not require vaccination against any form of
meningitis for the more than 450
students in its Residence Life sys·
tern.
The infected student does not
live in the college's Residence
Life system, according to Mary
Oakes, director of Residence Life
at Columbia.
Mark Kelly, vice president of
Student Affairs, said the college
has made an effort to be transparent about the issue without invading the infected student 's privacy.

Ashley Knight, coordinator of
student relations, said she has
been in contact with the student.
It is unclear where the student
caught the virus. Symptoms of the
infection usually surface a week
after exposure.
The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention suggests
washing hands to prevent spreading viral meningitis. Large-scale
outbreaks are extremely rare in
cases of viral meningitis.
Odland said students should
visit the college's Student Health
Center inside the Residence
Center, 73 1 S. Plymouth Court,
for more information about viral
meningitis.

,.,.._......

Typical symptoms of.
0 .Fever
0 Nausea

0 Stiff ned
0 Severe headache
0 Vomiting
0 Sleepiness
0 Pain in eyes when looking at
bright lights
Thou wirh such symptoms slwuld
contacr Columbia~ Srutk/11 Healrh
Center ar (312) 344-6830 or the
Student I.Jfairs Office at (312)
344·8593.

Despite a $500 incentive program offered to attract more students to on-campus events, attendance rates still remain stagnant,
administrators say.
Two years after the Student
Activities Office implemented the
Columbia Activity Track Program,
a promotional incentive that gives
students the opportunity to win a
$500 bookstore voucher for
attending on-campus events, students remain reluctant to participate in Columbia-sponsored
events.
'The CAT thing hasn' t really
allured anybody extra," said Joe
Cerqua, production supervisor for
the Music Department "I also
have to say, since its initial start, I
don't thi.nk most of the students
know about it."
Since many of Columbia's students hold down jobs while attending school, it doesn't matter what
kind of incentive programs the
school offers, because the students
will still have to go to work,
Cerqua said.
"It feels very different from
when I went to school; we were
just there more," he said. "Most of
us didn't work."
Tracking whether or not the students are attending events because
of CAT is difficult to detennine,
said Mary Badger, producing
of
the
Theater
director
Department. Students may ask for
stickers to put on their CAT cards,
but it seems nobody tallies how
many stll!!ents came to the event
because of the program.
Badger said she hasn't noticed
any excitement about the program
itself. She thought the chance of
winning $500 worth of supplies in
the bookstore would have attracted
more students.
"Initially when it started, I ·
noticed there was a difference,"
Badger said. "I haven 'f really
qoticed much this year, I have to
admit."
"If the CAT program can [bring
students together], then I think it's
great, but I think it needs to be
publicized way better," Cerqua
said.
Although the program may not
be well known, efforts are being
put forth by the Student
Programming Board and the
Student Activities Office to help 7185.
spread the word.

CfA Continuedfrom FTVIII Page

Cigarette J3x Cotllinuedfrom Ff"OIII Page

to attacks.

Denise Romza, owner of the Old
Chicago Smoke Shop, 10 S. La
Salle St., said she expects to see
some degree of sales drop from
Cook County's April I hike, but
not enough to ruin business overall.
Romzu said thut because 98 percent of her profit comes from car·
ton sales instead of the heavilytaxed single pucks, her business
would be less affected than others.
"Probably, to some extent it will
!affect sales!," she said. "We have
five other locations.. .. I'll see 11
difference, but it won't affect me."
Warehouse Liquors, 646 S.
Wnbnsh Ave., is u staple of the
Columbia community. Located
across from the Wabash Campus
Dulldin11. students depend on the
store for sodu, snacks und cigu·

"Students are often seen as tar·
gets because people believe they
have money on their person,"
Taylor said. "!Students] should
work out some kind of support system where they can protect each
other during their commutes."
Additionally, Taylor said women
should always be aware of their
environment, e~ pecia lly on the
trains. Taylor warns that the victims
of the female mob were alone on
the platforms and rail car, which
made them ca~~y targets.
Columbia sophomor~. Roger
Shonihorznsky, ~aid he isn' t surpritled by the attacb, and ('..olumbia
$ludenltl jU8t have to watch their
IY.ockl off campua.
"I' ve been appr,,ached on the

train before, it shook me up. but I
realized that that comes with the
territory," Shonihorznsky said. "We
go to an urban college that is sur·
rounded by alleys. buildings and el
trains, and this is a big city where
anything can happen."
Taylor said, even though it is
unusual for a group of teenage girls
to atlllck Cli\ riders, any
thing can happen and students have
to be careful out there.
"We already have to look out fi.)r
rapists and ~t ick-up guys," Freeman
said. "But it's serious
when you huve to watch out for little girls too."

- 71re As.wclated f'ress con·
trlbutcd to tlll.r report.

The CAT program is promoted
on hallway monitors, fliers, bulletins, OASIS, Columbia's website
and during orientation.
Sharod Smith, a Student
Programming Board member, said
the program is still very new, and it
will take some time for it to get off
of the ground. Smith said he
understands Columbia is a commuter college and that it is difficult
for people to attend events.
"I know a lot of people, personally, that have been going to the
events and actually meeting new
people, going to events they
weren't thinking of going to
before," Smith said.
Ebonie Saunders, Student
Affairs' web. coordinator, encourages students to voice their sugges·
lions about the CAT program to the
Student Activities Office. She said
it is important for them to know
how the students feel.
Students can pick up CAT cards
at the Student Activities Office or
any CAT-sponsored event To be
eligible for the drawing, students
must attend eight CAT-sponsored
events, where they will receive a
sticker to place on their card for
each category listed.
The five categories are
Workshop/Discussion, Cultural
Activities, Social Activities,
and·
Perfonning
Arts
Leadership/Career. There are
three free spots on the card for students to attend any event of their
choice, including an academic advising session.
Once completed, students
should return their cards to the
Student Activities Office where
they will receive a small consolation prize and be entered into the
drawing.
The drawing is held at the end of
the semester. Last semester there
were four winners;
Myriam
Mercado, Shawn McConnick,
Luisa Berardi and Kevin
Buccholtz:
Saunders said if students really
want to be involved they can visit
the Student Activities Office located in the Wabash Campus
Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave. in
Room 313, and fill out an applica·
tion to be on the Student
Programming Board.
For more infimnation about the
CAT program call Ebonie
Saunders from the Student
Activities Office at (312) 344-

.
renes.
Students make up between onethird and one-half of business
when class is in session, according
to Gene Charness, owner of
Warehouse Liquors.
Charness said that while. the tax
could hurt overall sales, it probably
won't affect student purchases.
"My own perspective is that stu·
denl~ ... have just sort of started,"
Chnmess said. "Young people tend
to be less concerned about saving
money."
He said the taxes nrc an unfair
burden against businesses that try
to be us fair as possible to the con·
sumer.
Varrick Douglus, u senior cultur·
al studies major, avoids excess
tuxes by buying his cigarettes out·

side of the county or at discount
stores.
If he's desperate, though, and has
to purchase a pack downtown, the
tllx won't deter him, either.
"I'll just scrimp for a little extra
change," he said.
J .R. Baranoski has similar plans.
The junior photography and
graphic design major, who estimates his habit at one pack a day.
said he also doesn't buy cig_arettes
in Chic~~go.
BIU1lnoski said he questions the
tax, especially for students.
"At Columbia, we spend more
money on school, and we don' t
have any money left," he said.

-Usa Balde
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Teach kids ages 9 to 76 the creative and
technical aspects of video production.
Chi's professional studios are set in
a fun, laid-back environment
that inspires creative work.
Produce and edh camper vldros
Trt1ln campers In camw operation,
NJtlng, sound, rtotyboarding, Ughting,
production and spedal tff«tJ
Digital tqulpmtnt indudu
Canon XI. 1and Sony MlniD'I

Apply on-line at www.campchi.com or call

847.272.2301 to request an application.

Camp Chi is the co-ed overnight camp ofthe J((J ofChicago locatedin the Wisconsin Dells.
Camp runs from Mid-June-Mid-August.

GReaT SaLaRH I COOL PeOPLe
unBeaTaBLe exPeRtence

GRQUNDBREAKING WOMEN IN ARTS AND MEDIA
A two-week-long festival of works and panel discussions in all media. March 8- March 20, 2004

MON" 8

lUES 9

* "Lunchtime Acoustic Series•
Featuring Nicole Mitchell
12:30-2:30 pm
623 S. Wabash, 1st fl.
Hokin Gallery

* .Black Actors Guild
performs: Reader's
Theater Adaptation of
Alice Walker's "The
Color Purple" 6:00 pm,
600 S. Michigan Ave.,
1st fl., Ferguson Theater
* Panel Discussion
"Phat Camp: Fostering
Positive Body Image &
Self-Esteem in a Culture
of Fat Oppression"
12:30-2:00 pm,
623 S. Wabash Ave., 1st fl.,
Hokin Annex

[C]
s p aces

WEDlO
* Student Performers:
"Eve", 12:30-1:20 pm
1014 S. Michigan Ave., 1st ti.
Concert Hall

1HURS 11
* Gallery Opening

* Marlsa Cordeiro
all-female capoeira
performance, 4:00 pm
425 S. Wabash Ave., 4th fl.
Marvin Moss Fitness Ctr

*

Reception:
"76 ¢", 5:00-7:00 pm
Artist Discussion 6:30 pm
Exhibition runs March 3 - 31
33 E. Congress, 1st floor,
C33 gallery
"Wise Ass' lmprov Comedy
Night, featuring ' Sirens•
wj speci(ll guest
Sapna Kumar, 7:00-9:30 pm
623 S. Wabash Ave., 1st fl.,
Hokin Annex

FRI12
* The
"Through a Glass Darkly:
Degraded Media Image
of African American
Women•
presented by Brenda Verner
1:00 pm, 623 S. Wabash Ave.,
·1st floor, Hokin Annex

* Screening:
Women in Film at Columbia

'Real Women Hil'le Curves', 12:30 pm
"Frida" 2:30 pm
Open Discussion
Featuring a Local
Chicago Filmmaker
5:00.7:00 pm, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,
1st fl., Conaway Center

Look for the event schedule up around campus
or visit us at www.colum.eduj currentjevents

NATIONAL NEWS
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Disabled students hope
bad economy d~n't
prevent loan payoffs
state budget cuts, more disabled
college students now face higher
WASHINGTON - Deena out-of-pocket expenses for such
things as interpreters, accessible
Lambert, 22, who is blind, graduattranspollation, adaptive equiped with a degree in electrical engiment, medication, physician visits
neering from the University of
and therapy.
Arkansas last year.
Moore is a volunteer member of
But it took a lot of work on her
the Youth Advisory Committee of
part to line up the financial assistance she needed, a task that can be the National Council on Disability.
Last year, she guided a repoll on
far more complicated for students
financial aid challenges for stuwith disabilities than for others.
dents with disabilities. Moore said
Lambell said she feared that
the repoll confirmed that eligibility
Arkansas· financial troubles might
requirements can be confusing.
lead to cuts in the state's vocationMany of the 53 students sural rehabilitation program for disveyed anonymously said they
abled students and didn't want to
feared taking out student loans pricount on it excl usi vely.
She searched for and received marily because of uncellainties
scholarships to cover all her about finding employment after
expenses. including tuition, fees graduation. Students ' loan payments can't be deferred after gradand housing.
'The state's [vocational rehabili- uation. even for students with distation] agency for the blind picked abilities who face employment disup the cost of textbooks, which crimination.
The repoll tells the story of sevwere in large print or Braille. ...
eral students who, nonetheless,
Some of those books could cost as
much as $7,500 or more," Lam bell borrowed more money than they
had hoped to.
said.
"Because my disabi lity is invisi"I know that these things should
be covered by the vocational reha- ble," replied one student who borbilitation system, but I wanted to rowed $10,000 in one year, "'I often
use my own resources to purchase have difficulty convincing student
aid officers of my increased need."
those things."
Some disabled students prefer to
For many disabled students, success in college depends not only on take fewer classes so they can contheir ability to arrange and pay for centrate more fully on their studies,
the services they need but also on but many aid packages provide
their ability to spend the time deal- financial suppoll only if students
ing with paperwork, confusion and auend full time.
Moore's repoll said students also
disappointment.
Rebecca Moore, 27, who has cited difficulty with test taking and
Lyme disease, is the co-founder of scholarship essay writing. panicithe Pediatric Network for Chronic pation in college work-study proFatigue Syndrome, Fibromyalgia grams and discrimination against
graduate school assistants with disand Orthostatic Intolerance.
She said that because of recent abilities.
By Maf1a

U!lo Bui!OI

SaiJII)S Howanl Foundation Wire

• .

Cbarlas KllsbneriTbe Clwonk:le

Dan Llchenstein·Boris, 21, a junior majoring In History at.the University of Chicago, protests
tuition increases at a March 4 rally in Federal Plaza, at Adams Street and Dearborn Street.

Website targets deadbeat parents
outstanding child suppoll.
"[The website I is one of many
tools we try to use," said Mike
A website operated by the state
Claffey, chief of communications
of Illinois that's designed to shame
for IDPA. "It's not the most effecdeadbeat parents into paying up
tive way to get people to pay, but it
has netted thousands of dollars in
works for people who are off the
back payments.
map or have disappeared."
Since last year, the Illinois
To be eligible for the site, a parDepartment of Public Aid's dead·
ent must owe money as pall of an
beat parents site has featured more
Illinois coull or administrative
than a dozen men and women who
order and the custodial parent
owe at least $5,000 in back child
must authorize the IDPA to publisupport. The site includes photocize the case, Claffey said. Parents
graphs and descriptions of the
offenders, along with a space for are considered delinquent if they
haven't paid child support in more
the public to submit information,
than 90 days.
such as the offender's home
The depallment uses a number
address.
of methods to track unpaid offendThe depwncrl 11M labdcd lhe webers, including intercepting state
site, www.ilchi~dead
bcals. the most visible element in • and federal tax refunds, suspending Illinois professional licenses,
llfinoil Gov. Rod Blagojevich's
placing liens on real and personal
plan to revive the Male's failing
property, collaborating with the
child support enforcement system.
The project, which went online Illinois Department of Revenue
in N'(JVember 2003, recovered and private collection Ullencics
more than S371XXJ in patt due and rcpollinll the debt to credit
reportln11 agencies.
child support in its first month.
Claffey said the most effective
f.Jowever, more than half of that
total ~:ame from one parent. and way to force 11 pttrcnt to pay a p118t•
due child support fee lstcJ l~sue an
the ~ite hasn't r~vered any llddi·
irn:ome withhnldinll order. Out
tkmal money since December.
such a move is difficult when the
lllmm~ hM luMorblly tanked
state cAnnot l01:1te the offender.
neat the bouorn natcon~~lly In the
Accurdln& to Clufrey, nearly
peY(;trl(llp t"lf outsW!dlna child
700.1nl p11re11ts owe child 1Uppott
~ It hu collected. 'l"hltty·
two stillft have created similar In llllools. Of tho~ cistll, 42.000
peoplo owt more tha11 $j,OO(), 'l'he
~... In 111 .tf'OI't to collett
By caroline Casper
CaVbblg Writer

website, which is one of many
tools used to recover child support
fees, is authorized by state law to
identify 200 offenders at a time, he
said.
But the problems of unpaid
child suppoll are not limited to
Illinois.
Nationally, deadbeat parents
owe more than $92 billion in child
suppoll to 20 million children,
according to Geraldine Jensen,
president of the Association for
Children Enforcement Suppoll.
Jensen said it is rare that similar
sites will recover the overdue payments from all of the published
cases, but they arc generally very
successful and help to make abandonment of children socially unacceptable. In most cases, the sites
help state officials track down
about seven out of I0 people who
owe money. she said.
..fhese people break the luw
and abandon their children,"
Jensen aald. "We have 'most wanted' uds for people who steal carswhy not for people who steul from
the mouths or bubes'l 1'hut'8 u bill·
gcr crime thon nil."
The she may not rec:ovllt the
overdue money In all child 1upport
c:a!ICs, but It hilS been Rue<:essful
for some.
More thnn hMif or the $37,000
fl%:oVetcd (rum tht Jlflnols Web•
&It went to tint Chllllllt! Wtlmln

and her 8-year-old son.
Two days before Christmas,
Pomelo Kahane received a
$19,000 check from her son's
father, whom she believes sent the
ch«k oflllt he st1w his picture on
the Illinois website. Kllhtlnl said

ho hnd been resldin11in Ct~Ufornio
and i! wl\11 only the !ICI.'Ond time
she hnd received child support
money ill'cillht yiW!I.
" I'm ccstntlc: abtlut thla,"
KnhnM told The Chronktlc. "I'm
wn-y It hllllh ' t hnd nil:lt'll ol' 1111

etlec:t for more l*l!lle. but I think
over tim11 It will. When any
emplt!yer chooli!il to do a blek·

llfOUnd check this will c:ume up."
Jensen said that ACES; an
ota•niution thAt hils tona J)I'Onltlted the deladhent parent sites. IS
ldvoc:atlna the htulll'h of slmllu
sites in more st11tes every dly.

"It's ca bllsh: ~~bUity 11.1
human rlahts," Jensen Sllid. " 1111
when !the st~tel stlrta tmiStllli
people whole fill:e has been oo 11
wdllilte, lt'l II powwt\11 lntel'lll\
ftlt Olhet ckladbHt pwtt\13 )l\1)
Rtlll't PI'Yina up."
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'Diiriois , commiuVty
c9Begfs see increases
iJ).~03 ellrolhnent
..:::

-Q '"La~in~ stu9~~tS among highest increase
By

oan'Cohen

. ..

CoolliDtlfngl'/riter •. "

UCLA grad student fmds
success with ho01espun 'zine
Bv Alex Wen
Dai~ Bruin (U. Ca~omia·los Angeles)

(U-WIRE) LOS ANGELESThe creator of one of the art
world's hippest magazines doesn't
even have an office. In fact, he's
never had one.
From his bedroom to
cyberspace, University of
California at Los Angeles'
Amir Fallah has always
done it his way. The maverick, self-made entrepreneur
has created the first six
issues of his cutting·ed~e magazme from cyberspace, culling his
material, conducting interviews
and communicating with his New
York-based partners and his network of international artists and
contributors via e-mail, instant
messenger and occasionally his
newly acquired retro fax machine.
The international cyber-scope
of Fallah's project is one indicator
of just how far the Persian-born,
Virginia-raised artist has progressed. As the founder and ere·
ative director of the
aptly-titled
urban lifestyle
magazine
BeautifuUDecay,
Fallah, currently
a graduate art stu·
dent at UCLA, is
serious
making
inroads with the art·
loving,
magazine·
reading public.
Celebrating
the
release of its sixth issue,
Fallah's gritty yet glossy,
photo- and illustration·
heavy magazine can now be
found at indie bookstores and
specialty shops around the
nation. The magazine combines
elements of graffiti art, fine art
and music.
Beautiful/Decay's
present
prominence is a far cry from its
humble beginnings as a hand·
made, home-produced zine.
"I started out in high school
with a zine, like a black and white
Xeroxed zine with my next door
neighbor," Fallah said. "Even
back then it wasn't a graffiti magazine or an art magazine, but a
kind of hodgepodge of all my dif·
ferent interests. We had music,

graphic design, graffiti art, fine
art. It was just very low budget."
Fallah cites among his early
influences the graffiti and public
art around his hometown and
underground bands, such as
Fugazi.
"I come from a
punk rock background
where I listened to a
lot of underground
music," Fallah said.
l.lllJIA1lJRE ":'-11 these bands did·
n t have a maJor label.
So they put out their
own records, set up the1r own
sho":s. So I come from that kind
of thmkmg, where 1f nobody else
IS domg 11, do 11 yourself JUSt
because you want to see it out
there."
While the do-it-yourself sensibilities of punk may have provid·
ed the impetus for Fallah to
chum out his homemade

[!]

consti·
tutes only a section of the magazine's
content. Recent issues of
Beautiful/Decay feature major
sections devoted to graffiti and
public art, as well as fine or mod·
em art from across the globe. The
magazine has evolved into a fit·
ting reflection of Fallah's own
multiethnic considerations as a
painter.
"His [own) art combines

American graffiti grittiness with
the tradition of Persian ecstatic
decoration to spectacular effect,"
said Robbie Conal, a respected
Los Angeles-based artist and
writer.
Conal writes a monthly art col·
umn for L.A. Weekly called
"ArtBum." He also teaches draw·
ing at the University of Southern
California and is a self-confessed
admirer of Fallah and his ground·
breaking magazine.
"He spent years putting together
BeautifuUDecay, growing it from
a zine when he was just a kid,"
Conal said. "It's a very hip, classic
synthesis of international graftiti
and hip-hop sensibilities."
Conal thinks that Fallah's mag·
azine performs an important role
within the art community.
"[It's] so important that young
artists start their own publications
and don't rely on older establish·
ment structures to express themselves and communicate with
their audience," Conal said.
"[That's] a kind of 'grow your
own' approach to culture that
I can completely identify
with."
Fall ah attributes the
homegrown success of
BeautifuUDecay to the
fact that it brings
together a variety of
disparate interests
and genres. Urban
art, like graffiti art~
jostles for space
with more "legit·
imate" forms.
Again,
the
eclectic
spread
reflects
its
creator.
had all these interests,
and I felt like I had something to
say, to contribute," Fallah said.
"I've always been inierested in
magazines. I buy magazines once
or twice a week. I really just love
reading them. So I was like, I
should start my own magazine.
Again, I couldn't find anything
out there ... that appealed to my
various interests. There was noth·
ing that had everything I liked, so
I made it myself."
BeautifuUDecay only survived
thrc;e issues in its original, photo-

tlon and is really pushing for
Latino success in college.
Community colleges seem to
be a natural fit for the place to
start."
The study also found that the
number of full-iime equivalent
students increased during the
time period. They now number
more than 238,000 statewide,
the study shows.
"This spring, We had a
record
enrollme.ot
which eclipsed the
record we had this past
fall,''
said
Mark
·
llorsmeyer, Moraine
Valley
Community
•
College's director of
college and communication
affairs. "For the past five
spring semesters, we've seen
enrollment increase about 22
percent, and for the past four
fall semesters, we've seen
about a similar increase."
llorsmeyer, who noted 'that
enrollment for Latino students
is especi.ally high at Moraine
Valley, said he believes community enrollment tends to
increase as . the economy
increases.
·"So when the economy is not
in the best of shape, we .get

Community college enroll-. .
ment . in Illinois bit a reco~d-c
bigb in 2003, ··according to a
report issued by the Illinois
Community College Board last
month. One Of th~ greatest
jumps was among Latino stu·
dents, the report showed.
In Illinois, enrollment / in
community colleges
increased '2.5 perce11t ,
since 2002 and 6.6
.percent since · 1999,
according to the
Student 'Enrollments
and
Completions
Report for fiscal year
2003.
"We think that students are
recognizing the quality of education that they can get at community colleges, [and] the
matriculation between community colleges and transfer
classeS' to four year universities
is easier than it used to be,"
said ICC spokesman Steve
Morse. "A iot of older people,
[who are) not traditionally
aged college students, are
attending . because . they're
wanting to retrain their job
skills, upgrade their job skills
and prepare for a new industry.
And one of the missions of
community college is to serve
Community
that population."
College
Last year, more than 690,000
Enrollment
students were enrolled in community c~lleges, according to
Up 9.1 percent since 1999
the report, which calculated
(lgures ftnm the totaLheadcount in credit-bearing classes.
Latino ~tudeia emollment more st~dents coming to
.increased · by 22,000 since Moraine Valley,· as well as
1,9~9. a nearly 39 .Percent other community colleges," he
·
jump. Black -student enroll- said.
Another reason for the
ment ~l so increru,ed, seeing a
school's enrollment increase,
nearly 8 percent increase.
"Community colleges are Horsmeyer said, is "the cost
very accessible and affordable effectiveness of tuition versus
for Latino students," Morse four year schools. Perspective
said. "lt speaks especially true students are seeing that comin the areas of high Latino pop- munity colleges provide quali·
ulations. The Latino communi- • t'j educations for a reasonable
ty is supporting higher educa- price."

! ~~~-

copied form. But during his senior
year of college (he attended the
Maryland Institute College of Art,
before coming to UCLA), Fallah
sold several of his paintings at an
art exhibit in New York.
He bankrolled the proceeds
from the sale, and with the help of
volunteers from college, resurrect·
ed his original concept, but this
time as a full-fledged color magazine. In 2002, issue A of the all·
new BeautifuUDecay was born.
That issue had a print run of 3,000
copies.
The current print run of the
magazine has more than tripled
since, and Fallah anticipates that
figure will double again in the
near future.
Fallah and his partners, Ben
Osher and Fubz, are confident the
magazine will continue to hit the
right vein with its target reader-

ship. "[Beautiful/Decay] is both
cool and relevant because we deal
with a very wide spectrum of art,
from graffiti to acclaimed fine
artists. in a cohesive format that
presents everything in an accessible way," Osher said.
"We fill a gap in print media,
which is an art magazine for a
younger urban audience, without
pandering to the mainstream
'urban lifestyle' genre."
Fallah understandably has high
hopes for his growing pet project.
There's one target he hopes to see
fulfilled soon, though-to see a
copy of BeautifuUDecay on the
shelves at the UCLA Store in the
near future.
"We're at most newsstands, but
we're not anywhere on campus,"
Fallah said. "That's ohe thing I'd
really like to see."
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POP: POLITICS: PROPAGANDA

March 22- May 7, 2004

Hokin Gallery
623 S . Wabash, First Floor
Reception: Wednes day, March 24, 5pm - 7 pm
Open call for Columbia College Chicago
students to exhibit artwork in all media. All
work should be centered on contemporary
notions and ideologies of popular culture,
political irony and the propaganda of our
media-driven culture. Artwork should be new
or never before exhibited in [C] Spaces. For
consideration, please drop off artwork with ·
a brief artist statement at the Hokin Annex
March 8 through 12
Monday t hru Thursday 9 - 7
Friday 9- 5
All artwork must be ready to install and
display. This means that painting stretchers
must be wired. Photos must be framed,
dry-mounted, or matted to fit glass sizes listed:
8x10, 11x14, 16x20, 20x24, and 30x40. Artists
are responsible for providing any equipment
needed (e.g. monitors, VCRs, computers, etc.)
and for procuring pedestals that are larger
than 24" square (if they are needed).

Installation and performance proposals
m ust be subm itted in writing w ith
documentation materials, either of the piece
itself or of previous work if this is a new work.
We accept DVDs, VHS tapes, CO-ROMs,
photographs
and slides.

Questions can be directed to
Julie Caffey, [C} Spa ces Assistant Director
at jcaffey@colum.edu or 312-344-7696

Columbia
O O L LI•c CH IC A• OI CJ

Sponsored by (C) Spaces, a division of student affairs, paid for by student activity fees
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The Chronicle's endorsements
It's that time again.
Time to pick your horse for the
big race. However, we here at The
Chronicle know you aren't the
consummate gamblers and horrible political junkies that we are, so
we're offering up our endorsements to help make filling out
those numerous ballots easier.

dates for the U.S. Senate to step
forward for the people of Chicago
in recent memory. A graduate of
Columbia University and Harvard
Law School, Obama has a vivid
record as a community activist and
civil rights lawyer on Chicago's
South Side. Currently he is a con-

A graduate of Columbia
In the race for Columbia's
University and Harvard Law
U.S. Representative seat,
School, Obama has a vivid
incumbent Danny K. Davis (D)
record as a community activist
is by far the clear choice.
Despite his relatively short term
and civil rights lawyer on
in office, Davis already has a
Chicago's South Side.
proven track record supporting
the city of Chicago and its surstitutional Jaw professor at the
rounding communities.
A former Cook County commis- University of Chicago Law
sioner, alderman for the 29th Ward Schoot At first glance, Obama
and candidate for mayor of may seem overquaiified, but his
Chicago, Davis has supported and level of experience, as well as his
spearheaded numerous commit- commitment to his craft and welltees for education and the work- earned respect from both friends
force, small businesses and gov- and enemies, makes him the zenith
ernment reform. Davis's reputa- of available candidates.
tion is a sterling example of good
You all know who's next, and
local politics we can continue to
rely on.
we probably dido 't need to tell you
to support his candidacy, but let's
Barack Obama is one o f the go ahead anyway. Yes, he has
sharpest and most qualified candi- frightening hair: yes, his wife is a

shrill, over-privileged socialite;
and yes, he has a voice that could
put a crank addict to sleep. But
really, who else is there? John
Kerry is not the best and brightest
the Democratic Party has to offer,
but they haven't had decent luck
with candidates recently.
Kerry Jacks charisma, character and the ability to change the
tone of his voice, but at least he
won't cry on national 1V like
Howard Muskie if his wife
comes under fire for drinking
too much. That said, it's not all
bad. Kerry will at least make a
commitment to things the country needs right now: jobs, health
care and social security. And at
least he doesn't have deep ties to
dubious corporations; his money is
all inherited, old fashioned New
England-style. Besides, we could
do a lot worse. Hell, we already
have.
So there 's the race form. On
March 16 and Nov. 2, make sure
to cast your vote. You don't have
to fall in step with everyone e,se,
but you should at least be there. It's
the effort that counts.

COLUMB~S VOICES

Don't believe the South Beach hype
Everyone 's doing it: TGI
Friday's, Burger King, C hil i's,
even Home Run Inn Pizza-and
now Columbia 's Underground
Cafe and Hokin Annex are joining
in the low-carb craze.
Last week, South Beach Dietfriendly fare was introduced on
campus, offering veggie plates
and hummus , hard

provoking images of at1ractively
slim and tanned individuals walking along a sunny beach
Dieters are promised eight to
13 pounds of weight-loss in the
first two weeks.
That may seem like a great way
to jump-start weight loss goals in
Chicago, considering the Windy

American Dietetic Assoc iation
says any diet that limits the types
of foods one can or cannot eat is
not the food answer Americans
need.
A study by the ADA found that
44 percent of Americans fai led on
their current diets .because they
j ust couldn 't give up their favorite
foods- pasta, bread and
chocolate. With portion
boiled
eggs,
protein
rich
salads and sugar-free
control, everyone's favorite
gelatin to those who
foods, even pizza, can be
included in a healthy diet.
While Columbia's effort
cheese pizza from the _ ___::::=..-..................3..3oo.c.....L....J........,....3- . . -.......___
to offer a healthier dining
Underground.
experience is appreciated, it
Dr. Arthur Agatston, a
really comes down to one
cardiologist in southern
basic mathematical equaFlorida, created the South Beach City was named the fifth fattest tion: intake versus expenditure,
Diet in an effort to help his chron- city in the nation in a recent study and we're not talking dollars here.
by Men's Fitness magazine.
ically overweight heart patients.
With Columbia's buildings scatWhile Columbia doesn't have a tered throughout the South Loop,
Often compared to the Atkins
plan, the South Beach Diet omits cafeteria like traditional college there's no reason we aren't bnrncarbohydrates for the first two campuses, diet-friendly food ing calories wben walking to the
weeks. Agatston insists this is not options seem refreshing compared train or to class.
a low-carb diet, but a lifestyle to other options around campus
Hey, did you notice the birds
change for people to eat the right like Harold's Chicken Shack and bave come back from their winter
kind of carbohydrates: whole Chicago Carry-Out, menus that in South Beach? If it's warm
wheats and grains.
don' t quite meet the requirements enough for the birds, it's definiteAgatston 's patients met the pro- of the South Beach Diet, where ly warm enough to walk the few
gram with rapid success, creating fried, greasy or fatty foods are not extra blocks to the next el stop. We
a new buzzword-South Beach welcome.
promise it ' ll pay otT in the long
Diet-which quickly spread
And that may be where the trou- run.
across the nation; the name alone ble lies with fad diets. The
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key to the institution's continued success. It is time they too
take their seat at the table.
- Bonnie Booth
Jour nalism Department

Columbia's staff deserves a
voice
It seems like just yesterday
tbat I joined a handful of parttime teachers interested in
forming a union at Columbia
College.
At that time, I believed that
union representation would not
only be good for the college's
part-time faculty but good for
the college as well. I believe
that time has proved me right.
Let's acknowledge up front
that the formation of P-Fac has
meant concrete monetary benefits for part-time faculty. Those
tangible benefits include regular, negotiated salary increases
and a kill fee when classes that
have been prepared for are later
canceled.
But just as importantly, the
formation of P-Fac has given
the college's adjunct faculty a
voice. I've served on the
College Council and on the
Journalism Department chairperson search committee. As
the department representative, I
am the liaison between the parttime faculty and the department
chair. A grievance procedure
gives us a measure of job security. It is having P-Fac members
in these positions all across the
collcae that hos made Columbia
o better institution.
The co Ileac's staff should
also have a voice. They, like the
part-time faculty, have helped
make this institution what it Is
today. Their role In the lite of
thl• coll\llle and their contrlbu·
tion to the student e~tpetlence Ia

lolloro 10 tho odllor lllUillneludt 1\111 flltlfte, )'lilt, mljOf
oond phut>e llutfltlott All '-!~ttl 01911dllld lilt~ moybot0\ltdu411Uollol1itlld~
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Suspension of Gravity a
grave mistake
It was disappointing to learn
that publication of Gravity has
been suspended ("Gravity fails
to attract alumni," March I ).
Speaking as a recent Columbia
grad, I thought it was a wonderful magazine that did a superb
job of featuring the work of Columbia alumni while simultaneously succeeding in its
attempt to interest the general
reader.
After reading each issue I
thought, "Wow, this must be a
pretty cool school to have all
these talented people as alums."
Perhaps the new folks heading
up the Office of Institutional
Advancement are right that it
skewed too young to bring in
cash in the short term, but to
cancel it for that reason was
myopic. It's precisely by cultivating and maintaining a strong
connection to Columbia as a
postgraduate community of creators that the sentiment it takes
to drive alumni donations will
flourish in the long term.
I fear that the new Magazine
Formerly Known as Gravity will
reg~ss to the mean of alumni
magazines, and that would be a
shame.
·Gravity was a classy, topnotch publication. Perhaps the
chief muckety-mucks runnina
the show nowadays lUnd it
would dilute the Columbia
brtnd.
tviD I. O'Rtllly
Aluma~tt
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Commentary

Now, pay attention
because I'm only going
o ver this once.
In the nine years since
Jean-Bertrand Aristide
and his Fanmi Lavalas
party have been at the seat
of power in the Republic
of Haiti, economic and
quality of living developments have been almost
nonexistent even as
human rights abuses have
run rampant like the
gangs of ravenous dogs
that lope through the broken streets of Port-auPrince. The legitimacy of
Aristide 's 2000 victory
itself is questionable due
to a dispute over contested results in Senate races
setting kindling for the '
conflagration that reached
a searing point in Haiti
last week. Aristide is
gone, his ragged tail between
his legs. Good riddance.
Upon Aristide 's disposal from
office, Haitian Supreme Court
Chief Justice Boniface
Alexandre w as sworn in as
president, while American
Canadian and French mili;ary
patrolled the island to quell the
looting and acts of violent
reprisal occurring prior to their
arrival.
Jesse Jackson, along with
U .S. Rep. Maxine Waters, (DCalif.) is utterly incensed over
the tum of events, claiming
American forces have " forcibly
overthrown a democratically
elected leader," and "if he was
forcibly removed, then we need
to immediately call for a congressional hearing."
No, we don't.
The associations between the
individuals attempting to
remove Aristide peacefully and
those faithful to guerrilla methods have become increasingly
thm as of late, and Haitian citizens lobbying for a peaceful
reform in government found
themselves straddling a razor

... BvT
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sharp fence. People were faced
with the authentic threat of
wholesale butchery if they
opposed Aristide's regime, as
well as if they refused to couch
themselves with the rebels
whose everyday rigor con;isted
of shooting innocent people for
target practice and removing
ears with dulled blades.
Democracy does not constitute 16-year-old boys running
around with assault weapons,
blindly shooting and terrorizing
anyone in their way. Nor does it
constitute rigged elections scrutinized by presidentially sanctioned death-squads. This is not
like Iraq. There are no old
scores being settled, no oil
repositories buried beneath the
sand- just a nation full of
oppressed, impoverished and
ailing people, and we all know
that AIDS doesn 't fill up gas
tanks.
Despite the bone of contention that Jackson and Waters
are loudly gnawing on, you'd
have to be stupid to think this a
bad thing.
Waters, Jackson and the rest
of their soft-headed ilk have put

fectual nagging of
the U .N. Security
Council will somehow force them to
cease their murderous ways. They are
cowards without
the nerve to backup their hollow
words.
The past 50 years
are replete with
examples of power
hungry madmen
who have murdered
and terrorized
entire segm ents of
populations out of
fear, control and,
sometimes, fun.
Were it not for military intervention
in Kosovo, the
entire region would
now be a grassy
abattoir of
.___ _ __ ...J bleached skeletons
Ryan Duggan/The Chrooide twisted around the
roots of old-growth
an indelible stain on the name
trees. Bosnia would be a
of progressives and liberals
sprawling necropolis of entire
alike. Once upon a time, the libfamilies and bloodlines interred
eral doctrine despised bullies,
beneath tons of concrete and
both foreign and domestic.
plaster. We have all come to
Democrats were willing to take
accept genocide and mass-muraction against genocidal manider as the darkly looming specacs who splintered bone, ren!T~ of this past century, leaving
dered flesh and burned people
tt m the past where it belongs.
alive for a small hill of dirt, but
But for some people, copies of
no more. The long arm of liber"Schindler's List" and "The
alism has grown jaundiced and
Diary of Anne Frank" serve
atrophied.
only as masturbatory fodder for
Jackson and Waters are more
their execrable atrocities.
concerned with ensuring that
Blind ideology cripples any
their voices are loudest among
movement, no matter how large
the crowd, than fostering ideas
or small. The matter of the U.S.
that might actually work, nongovernment's motives and pracchalantly disposing of pragmatices are of little suspect here,
tism and logic in favor of
and the fact remains that we
maudlin sentiments and
(for once) did not act unilateraldeformed arguments that reafly. What matters is that after
their
position
of
power
as
firm
200 years, the people of Haiti
they thrust themselves into the
may actually get a chance to
limelight at every opportunity.
decide their own future. Ignore
For "liberals," they are utterly
Jackson, Waters and the rest of
unconcerned for, and oblivious
the hoi polloi that goose step
to, the realities of suffering at
and shriek under their tattered
the hands of despots. They
banner of crippled intellectualclaim any act of aggression
ism.
toward tyrants " lowers us to
If you want a finer world, you
their level," hoping that perhaps
have to help build it yourself.
the mcessant and utterly inef-
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Your Turn

John Roper
Assistant Faculty Adviser

Question: What are your plans for St. Patrick's Day?

The Columbia Chronicle
623 S. Wabash Ave.
Suite 205
Chicago, Ill. 60605-1996
"I don't know ... I'll definately be wearing green."

"The same thing everyone
else does."

"I don't know ... probably go
drinking."

- Katie Leydig
Junior, Musical Theater

--Joe Panizzo
Sophomore, Photography

- Rachel Baonor
Freshman, Art and Design

"I have no idea."

- KuaoYueo
Senior, Graphic Design

Main Une: (312) 344-7253
Advertising Fax: (312) 344-8032
Newsroom Fax: (312) 344-8430

www.ColumblaChronicle.com
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PREPAID WIRELESS SERVICE

• Unlimited Htghu ' w ektnds
• Includes Nationwide Long Ohtanct
• 500 Anyttme Mtnutts
• S50 per month h •ll tt costs
,lus et I NOKIA !I
color phone for just S25
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ecktess .com

RECKLESS RECORDS
BUY • SELL • TRADE

SELL US YOUR USED CDS,
LPS, DVDS & VIDEO GAMES
FOR FAST AND EASY CASH
OR STOR
T

" A DIFFERENT KIND OF CLOTHING STORE"

in the lobby every Monday at 12:30 PM
The following events qualify for Recital Attendance credit:
Tues. March 9

"4i;

Student Concert Series

7:00PM

......

Music students perform with faculty trio
Wed. March 10

•

EVE

12:30 PM

Student performance

·-··
CUBE in Concert

Thurs. March 11

•

12:30 PM

New Music ensemble features the oboe In
dlverN chamber music combinations ranging
from neo-tonallty to electronic

CUBE Composition Seminar
1:30PM
CompoHrt from tM 12:30 progr~m dl•cull their work
.......ch13

CUBE In Concert

7:30PM

..,.,.. Hell1. . . Tlci&N t15 • Q
CUU for lnfornNIUon/reMrvlltlont: 312-514-1133

c.«

All WHtcday event.

.._.C.....,..._.

Itt''"· ,or mort Info: 3121344..300

III'~Wk~H ~

OrtftM'e Mwlovlllt, JM,

NEW&USED
CLOTHING & TRENDY ACCESSORIES
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

25%0FF
YOUR ENTIRE PURCHASE
OF REGULARLY PRICED
MERCHANDISE
OFFER GOOD AT ROGERS PARK LOCATION ONLY.
REDEEM THIS COUPON AT:

226 S. WABASH, 2ND FLOOR
PH: (312) 692· 1778
HOURI: M•F 1().8 SAT 10.7 SUN 1M
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Quiznos not 'monkey'-ing around with ads
0

The Chronicle attempts to solve the mystery behind creepy creatures in sandwich commercials

By Matthew Jaster
A&E Editor

Sure they're crunchy and tasty and warm
because they toast them, but, really, what are
those things jumping around in those relentless Quiznos commercials? And more
importantly, why won't people stop talking
about them?
If you've been living under a rock in
~004, you may not be aware of the unique
animated figures currently bouncing around
television screens across the country singing
the praises of"pepper bars."
"We've received over 30,000 phone calls
to ·our help desk since the commercial frrst
aired on Feb. 1," said Stacie Lange, vice
president of public relations for Quiznos.
"Some people really like the ad and some
don 't. Forty percent of the calls are people
that just want to know what those things
are."
According to Lange, those things are
known as the Spongmonkeys. Created by
graphic designer Joel Veitch from
www.rathergood.com, the Spongmonkeys
are web animations from a man not affiliated with the Quiznos organization.
"People think they're everything from
hamsters to gerbils to even potatoes," Lange
said. "The only one who knows the real
answer to that question is Joel Veitch."
In an interview with CNN "Headline
News" on Feb. 24, Veitch discussed tlte creation of the Spongmonkeys.
"We took a song about how much we
loved the moon and turned it into subs,"
Veitch said. "People have been confused
about what they are exactly, and it's a good
question.
The only thing I know about them is that
they really like subs."
The high-pitched, out-of-tune voice that
screams out the silly song belongs to Veitch
himself.
. On !tis website, Veitch invites patrons to
peruse W\YW.rathergood.com: " Your onestop shop for good and evil (crabs)." From a
sumo florist to naughty hedgehogs, the site
offers viewers a variety of animated shorts.
It's this dry type of humor that Quiznos was
originally interested in.
'The Martin Agency came up with the
idea, and we wanted something off-center to

Courtesy Quiznos.com

capture people's attention," Lange said.
"Our customers like to laugh and be entertained, and I tltink these commercials have
done that."
It's too early to tell if the company plans
on releasing more commercials with the
Spongmonkeys in the future. The word is
defmitely out, however, and people are constantly talking about the commercial spots.

In an article on www.slate.msn.com, Seth
Stevenson wrote, "Is tltis ad incomprehensibly weird? Yes. Quiznos transformed a piece
of outside art into a nationwide ad campaign."
"It's hard to quantify how much press tltis
is gerting right now," Lange said. "We've
done over I 00 print and radio interviews
about the project."

Of course the fallout can't be far behind.
While plentY of experts praise the commercials for being humorous and creative, overexposure is a deadly enemy in the advertising world. From beer commercials to
Eaglernan, the shelf life for these trendy
comedy bits is usually a short one. Perhaps
it's time for everyone to move on.

'SNIPs'.series· a cut above the norm
mainstage productions.
"I think what will be interesting
about the overall festival is that it
The· SNIPs Project, a smorgas- really has a broad range of style
bord of short, striking works cen- and content," she said.
tered on the themes of identity,
Through paint and movement,
movement, struggle and change, "In Between" is performed by
runs March 12 to March 28 at three dancers and two visual artists
Links Hall, 3435 N . Sheffield Ave. working on large canvases that
Presented by theater group cover the back space on the wall
Running With Scissors, " 1984," and floors. While the artists work,
" In Between " "The Invisible the dancers perform choreoMan" and "fuvalid Women" are graphed routines. The two groups
pieces performed on different then come together and create a
nights, all based on the central canvas using tools normally used
theme of the festival- literature.
by painters, such as rollers and
According to Heather Hartley, brushes. The dancers then use
the choreographer for "In their bodies to paint.
Between," the SNIPs Project is
"It's sort of (done in] a Jackson
like a "greenhouse," an opportuni- Pollack, large-scale, action-paintty for four or five company mem- ing kind of way," Hartley said.
bers to explore ideas for w hat they
" 1984" is a theatrical piece
hope will culminate into bigger,
which explores the
ideas of George
Orwell's novel
"1984," particularly the notion
that
"our
tho~ghts are not
our own, and
any thoughts that
deal with sexuality should be
r epres s ed , "
according
to
Hartley.
The
piece
Courtesy
Scissors takes the audi'SNlPs' cast takes a break from 'running' ·a round. ence through the
By Doris Dadayan
A&E Editor

thoughts and the eyes of a gay 40year-old man looking back on !tis
life in 1984 when he was 20.
"The Invisible Man," a powerful
piece that explores culture,
skin and race through a
contemporary AfricanAmerican
woman's
viewpoint, is based
around Ralph Ellison's
"The Invisible Man."
A lison Halstead, a
1988 Columbia acting
graduate, said she based
her performance on a
scene from Ellison's
book "Battle Royal." The
scene takes place in a
boxing ring where blindfolded black men beat
each other " to a pulp."
The person left s tanding
wins the ultimate prize-money.
" I kept on seeing this correlation
of black men today in trying to do
something else. They're trying to
get the money, but they're beating
each other to do it. They're beating
me up to do it," Halstead said.
"Because, as a black woman, in
every video that I ever see that's
hip-hop, the black woman is the
whore.
"At the time, I was seeing tltis
w hole pimp thing in !tip-hop
music. 50 Cent and other rap
artists who were being interviewed
said the way they were able to get
out of their harsh begirming was to

actually pimp. They would talk distinct dialect of a black man.
about it in interviews as if they With the combination of both
were saying they went to school, voices, Halstead said she hopes to
as if they went to college and grad- create an impact on identity and
...,.---...,.--------;;;;;;;-:-.... effect change in soci-olltiilll.. ety."Ultimately, what
I feel will change
the situation is education. Instead of
going after the easy
go
to
money,
school," Halstead
said. "But, that 's
only the beginning
of changing the situation, as far as I
am concerned."
The
SNIPs
also
Project
"Wild
includes
Card" every Sunday
uated and g_ot a regular job. There evening, in which guest artists perdidn't ever seem to be any sort of form "Sniples "-short pieces that
sense of shame, ot an apology or incl11de video installations. spoken
an acknowledgement that what word p erformances and short
they were saying was pretty atro- dance pieces.
cious, as far as I was concerned."
The SNIPs Project runs March
The performance runs parallel 12 to March 28 at Links Hall, 3435
to some of the most striking scenes N. Sheffield Ave. Show times are
from Ellison's book. In the back- Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m ..
ground is a screen showing silent S11ndays at 7 p .m. General admis!tip-hop videos. Halstead acts as sion is $8. Students pay $5. For
the narrator as well as the per- more iuftJrmation or for reservaformer, commenting on what the tions, please call Links Hall at
images onscreen are portraying, (773) 281-0824. or vislt w\VIv.nvsand how they make her feel.
cissors.org.
The piece is narrated with
Halstead's voice, as well as the
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It was a time when Mr.
Bubble was in our bathtub.
When being a nerd was
cool.
Rumors would fly warning
us never to mix Pop Rocks
with soda, 'cause, well, ...
just don't do it, dude .
D.A.R.E. taught us to say
hell no to drugs- only dorks
and losers did drugs.
The '80s were electric.
Last week, nostalgia hit me
like a neon-pink, polka dot,
slap-on bracelet. After watching a snippet of "I Love the
'80s Strikes Back" on VH I, I
was, like, totally bummed
out.
I was born in 1980, so my
childhood was spent in the
heart of the decade, the greatest period ever in history.
He-Man's sister/girlfriend,
She-Ra- that was me.
The Material Girl- that
was me too, regardless of.
what my friends said- it was
totally me.
I wore multiple scrunchies
and had a side ponytail.
I had crushes on Corey
Haim, Corey Feldman and
Scott Baio.
And Mark Paul Gosselar.
And, I think, even Screech.
Psyche!
The era was an innocent
one. Telling someone, " I ' ll
beat the living crap out Of
you," was hardcore and was
only said if you really had a
beef with someone.
We were stoked. Life was
tubular. And Rick Spring field
was totally rad.
We were the generation
who saw the first video on
MTV back when it was a
channel that played music
videos instead of marathons
of " Rich Girls." It was good
times, good friends and some
damn good food: Cherry
Kool-Aid, Monsterberry
C runch, Capri Sun, Twizzlers
and 3 Musketeers.
Hair was big, and "curl"
was most definitel y not a
four-letter word. Aqua Net
was an essential product in
every household to ensure
volume. You were cool if you
had a rat tail or a mushroom
ha1r cut.
Oh, we dressed for every
occasion. We went to school
with three pairs of socks,
. ripped jeans, Guess? Jeans;
pamted-on jeans with zippers .
at the bottom (And when I
say pa inted- on, I mean painted-on. The jeans were so tight
that when you first put the m
on, you had to lie on the bed
to ZIP them up).
We wore pmk a nd purple
Jelly shoe1 and had jelly pu rses. We had glittery legwarmers and pretended we were in
Fume and Flurhdunce. We
wore sti rrup lcggmgs With
polka dot,, stripes and florescent colors pa1red w1th overm;ed T-sh1rt's that had some

major shoulder padding.
S pandex was hip. High-tops
were an abso lute must, and
came in a variety of colors
from L.A . Gear, British
Knights and Reebok.
Parachute pants in zebra
stripes and bike shorts under
skirts. Jeans tucked into socks
with neon puff paint on the
sides. Hypercolor T-shirtsenough said .
The kids of the '90s have
truly missed out. No Wuzzles.
No Yogi Bear. No Smurfs.
Yeah, they've got the
Internet, DVDs and XBox.
But, come on- nothing compares to getting s limed on
Nickelodeon 's "You Can't Do
That on Television." Nothing.
· Staying up late on a
Saturday night sleepover to
watch "Saturday Night Live"
... "No Coke- Pepsi!!
Cheeseborger, Cheeseborger,"
Th e Breakfast Club, Friday
the 13th, Jaws and' Dirty
Dancing.
We had something to look
forward to when a movie was
coming out- no turning to
the Internet to check out
movie trailers .
And, Michael Jackson was
God . When " Thriller" first
appeared on MTV, that's
when the s--- hit the fan.
We had the original boy
band- the boys from Boston,
the New Kids on the Block.
Hell, Jordan Knight still
rules.
We'd tear out photos of
Kirk Cameron, Scott Baio and
Johnny Depp from Bop and
Tiger Beat magazines.
The Cars, Duran Duran,
TKA , Tears fo r Fears and A
Flock of Seag ulls ruled the
radio.
Back then, outside was the
place to be, regardless o f the
weather conditions, up unti l
our parents called us back
inside o r the streetlig hts
turned on.
We had our Strawberry
Shortcake bikes, Power
Wheels and Big Wheels to
ride around the neighborhood.
Get in Shape Girl workouts
were much more e ffecti ve
than a Bally 's membership.
We didn ' t need cell phones,
e-mai l or instant messengers .
You wanted to see Joey from
across the street? C all the kid.
Better yet, go to Chuck E.
Cheese's or Show Biz Pizza .
Pee-Wee Herman was king.
The beeps of Atari games
were beautiful.
" Fraggle Rock" ... rocked.
We collected and traded
Garbage Pail Kids, danced
liked an Egyptian, s lipped
and slid.
ALF was my hero. Punky
Brewster was my hero. Ferris
Bueler was my hero
boyfriend.
Jem and the Holograms ...
now thai was punk.
Debbie Gibson. Tiffany.
Samantha Fox- I still lis ten
to your tapes.
Guys in make up roc king
out ...
OK , neve r mind. The '80s
need to stay m the '80s.
IJuh.
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Maria Taylor and Orenda Fink have been playing music together since they were 15 years old. First, they
were in a band called Little Red Rockets but now they' ve come to be known as the duo Azure Ray.Their
newest album, Hold on Love, was released on Saddle Creek Records in October 2003. The song "New
Resolution" from the album has been playing recently on MTV and was recently featured on Fox's "The
O.C." Azure Ray will be playing in Chicago March 9 at the Abbey Pub, 3420 W. Grace St. Fink took some
time before Azure Ray's next tour to talk.. to The Chronicle.
The C hronicle: So, you guys are coming to Chicago on the ninth. Have you ever played at the Abbey Pub
before?
Orenda Fink: Yeah, we did. We just played there for the ftrSt time with Crooked Fingers a couple months ago.
C : Oh, really? How did you like it?
OF: I liked it; I thought it was nice.
C: Are you touring with any other bands right now?
OF: Well, right now we're off. We just got back from spending five weeks in Europe, and we took a couple
weeks off. ?ut, now we' re about to start rehearsals for the next tour. So, it's going to be a totally new tour, and
we' re playing with different bands on different legs of the tour. But whim we come to Chicago, it'll be Azure
Ray, The Elected, Nena Dinova and Consafos.
C: You two are from Omaha, Neb., right? What's the music scene like there?
OF: Yeah, we live in Omaha now, but we're actually from Athens, Ga. But there are a lot of musicians that
live here but the scene is basically just that- that a lot of musicians just live here and write and play music. So,
there's not like a big soc ial music scene or anything. It's more just people working.
C: Your latest C D, Hold on Love, is your second release on Omaha-based Saddle Creek, correct?
OF: Yes.
C : How did you get involved with working with that label?
OF: Well, we met the people from Saddle Creek through Andy LeMaster, who's in Now It's Overhead [Azure
Ray's side project], and Bright Eyes had asked Azure Ray to open on one of his tours, aod then we did a tour
with The Faint- Now It's Overhead did-and Azure Ray did a tour with The Good Life. It was just the touring with that many Saddle Creek bands that we sort of developed a strong friendship with everyone, aod we
really like each other's music, so it just kind of made sense.
C: So do many of them play on your album?
OF: Well, C lark Baechle [The Faint drununer] did drum prograrruning and I think that may be it for this
record-for Saddle Creek people.
C: Who are some other, non-Saddle Creek iutists that you've worked with?
OF: Well, you know Eric Bachmann of Crooked Fingers has produced some of our records. And Andy
LeMaster, I guess he's from Saddle Creek, but he's from Athens, Ga. And Ben Annstrong from Head· of
Femur- which, of course, is a Chicago band-he played drums on the record. Then, we had some local string
players and hom players come in to play too.
C: What was it like working with Moby?
OF: It was good. He was really nice, and it was laid back and really normal seeming.
C: One of your songs has just been on "The O.C." How did that come about?
OF: I think they just asked. I don't really know exactly, but I guess maybe they have a music prograffimer who
has the record and wanted to use it.
_
C: Are there any other projects or albums in the works?
OF: Well, after we finish this tour, Maria and I are going to tour in Now It's Overhead, aod that new record is
coming out. And, I don't know. We don't really have any other projects on the horizon. I think we're just going
to take some time off from touring and try to write some more songs for Azure Ray.

Doors open at 7 p.m. for the Azure Ray show a11he Abbey Pub, and 1he show begiiiS a/8 p.m. Tickets are $12
in advance or $ /4 the day ofthe show.
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(Couch Potato Edition)
• Tom Selleck: Would o guy
who wore Hawaiian shirts and
Bermuda ~horts really have that
many women chns ing after him?
• Nnscar RJcinjl: 111e j!ood,
o ld-f118hioned, redneck ftm associated with "The Dukes of
lla;r;.turd," except Doss Hog is
dead und Dolsy can' t get into l1cr
shorts unymot'll.

•

"Mister Rogan

Neighborhood": Made me
appreciate living in a town without talking owls and deliverymen
named Mr. McFeeley.

• '1'he Fresh Prince of BelAir'': The first time DJ Jazzy Jeff
realized he would be nothing
more than a supporting character
in the life of Will Smith.

• "Pee-Wee's Playhouse":
(Sec ''Mister Rogers
Neighborhood")

his high scbool diploma about
the same time I learned eetina

•
Kramcricn Industries: Early
' 90s.corporation with ~at ideas
but a complete lack of initiative.

• John Edwni'IU: Watched
'1'hc Oreate11 American Hero"
reruns to mak.~ him reel bettor
about himself.

•
Potay and Ralph: There was
mot'll aoina on In Milwaukee
than theao 'boys cared to shAre
with Riehle C\tnnlngh111n.

• "Srnall Wonder'': Was f the
only one on the planet who wanted to kick the crap out that
AnuoylrtJ! llttlc &ltl robot who
8ouodetf like an onswc1lna

•
Laverne nntl Shirley: (See
Potay and R1lph)

or

rttu~hlna'l

• "Melrmc Ploce": AU the eat
Aahlll and bockltahblng preD&Nd
AtlltriCilll audlenca lbr ietlll)'

ttleYialon.

•

''Doogie Howser M.D.": Oot

paste wasn't a viable souree of
nutrition.

• "Who'• the Boas'/": You'll
always be the bw, Thi'Y Dana
Now l.f you 'I\ just aive nit permbsioo to daltl )OUt da hter ,,
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Comics·still hold their 'powers'
By Matthew Jaster

[!]

A&E Editor
fantastic place to start. ever, is not cheap. Though
Forthosecynics_whothink Bendis, along with artist some remember a time when
Michael Avon Oeming, has an issue of X-Men or The
comic books only
succeeded in twisting story- Avengers cost less than a dolrevolve around •
Batman, Spiderlines and plots to keep read- lar, that's not the case anyers guessing issue after more. For those interested in
Man and countless teams of
I1IWI1IIl issue.
reading Powers, Image
mutant misfits,
If each issue reads like a Comics has released several
it's time to do more research. short film it's because trade paperbacks to get read~ile .a great deal of the Bendis is v~ry aware of the ers caught up to current
com1c mdustry revolves style and tone of a movie issues.
around marketable action script.It's no surprise the
Powers: Who Killed Retro
~eroes that can be plugged
author uses the screenwriting Girl? is the place to start.
mto Happy Meals and sum- program Final Draft to write The first story arch in the
mer blockbusters, there are a every issue of the series.
series deals with the death Of
In 2001, Bendis published a pop"ular superhero. Walker,
few writers who still believe
in simple storytelling.
Powers, Scriptbook, a col- along with his sassy partner
Brian Michael Bendis
lection of the first II issues Deena Pilgrim, takes to the
is a perfect example of
-•-ll""'l""'..,r-"'1"____ seedy streets of the city
this. Bendis is responsito uncover the person
ble for creating one of
responsible for Retro
the most entertaining
Girl's
death.
They.
comic books on the maruncover some other
ket. Powers tackles
interesting secrets along
the way.
crime fiction in a
refreshing and unique
Inside the glossy
way, blending typical
pages and art des igns,
comic book fare with the
Powers is really just
fast pace and smooth
about original storytransition of a mystery
telling. It's like reading
novel.
an
action-adventure
movie that gets better
Powers
revolves
around homicide detecwith each installment.
tive Christian Walker.
·Hollywood is paying
With his broad shoulders
attention-Sony
Pictures picked up the
and stoic chin, he's like
Superman with a badge.
film rights to the comic
Although Walker doesn't
book in November 2002,
have any powers of his
and the project is being
own, he lives and works
developed by Columbia
Pictures.
in a city full of superheroes and villains and
Benljis turns the
spends most of his days
superhero genre inside
investigating cases that deal of Powers in screenplay out throughout the pages of
form. This gives readers an this book. Oeming, with his
with these kinds of people.
Although few writers have opportunity to enjoy the dia- subtle artwork and limited
managed to bring something logue and character develop- color palette, does an amaznew and appealing to the ment Bendis has become ing job ofcreating the atmosgenre, Bendis has gone famous for. It also proves phere of classic film noir.
above and beyond the call of that visual media, such as The collaboration between
duty with the creation of comic books, films and car- author and artist might be the
Powers. The idea of an toons, are more cognent than single greatest accomplishment of the series.
·
everyday cop working a beat people give them credit for.
that involves su rheroes is a
The comic indus! , how-
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'The Dreamers' an affair
of innocence and incest
By Jamje Murnane
~
A&E Ed1tor
In many people's minds,
Paris, the City of Light, is also
In
the city of dreams.
Bernardo Bertolucci's latest
film, The Dreamers, illustrates that socialism and sex were the main foundations of
the youth of the era right before the infamous May '68 riots· in Paris paralyzed
much of the French government.
It is during these tumultuous times that
Matthew (Michael Pin, who eeri ly resembles Leonardo DiCaprio), a lonely
American, is study ing French in Paris. He
has no friends until one day he meets twins
Theo and Isabelle (Louis Garelle and Eva
Green) during a demonstration
outside the Cinematheque
where
he
Francaise,
spends most of his time.
Instantly, there's a
connection between
Matthew
and
Isabelle. But, since
there's an even
stronger, s tranger
c o nne c t io n
between the twins,
Matthew and Theo
are also drawn to
each
other.
As
Matthew says in the
film, it is as though
each twin is one half of
the same person.
When the twins' parents go on
vacation and leave them the house for a
month, things begin to get interestingOK, strange, when the tw ins invite
Matthew to leave the hotel he's been living
at to stay with them. In the beginning of
Matthew's stay, everything seems innocent
enough (1\S the movie is based on the
screenwriter Gilben Adair's 1988 novel
The Holy Innocents: A Romance), but soo~
the desire for sexual exploration sets in.
The trio, fascinated and maybe even a
little obsessed with film, quote movie lines
and act out scenes, putting each other's

cinematic knowledge to the test. The best
and most original aspect of the film is the
way Benolucci incorporates various clips
!Tom classic black and white movies such
as Top Hat and Blonde Venus. What better
way to get Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers
on-screen together again?
Eventually, the stakes for not knowing
the cm:rect answers get higher, leading to
perverse and risque games. It is when
Theo ~an not answer his sister correctly
that thmgs suddenly take a drastic tum for
the uncomfortabl<:, over-the-top worse.
The mov1e IS hke a car wreck: No one
wants to actually see what happens but you
can't help but gawk.
The blatantly incestuous relati onship
between Isabelle and Theo is enough
to make viewers giggle in
embarrassment and squinn
in their seats. Manhew,
the most "innocent" of
the three, is completely drawn to
lsabelle,but is incapable of being
alone with her, as
she is constantly
battling her sexual
attraction to Theo.
The film's main
theme is confusing.
Should viewers focus
on the _political dissent
surroundmg the characters, or should they focus on
the voyeurism? Of course, in
almost any fi lm with an NC-17 rating
and countless nude ~cenes, the latter is sure
to be theme of ch01ce. In any case, Theo
often talks . about revolution, but as
Matthew pomts out, he_ never actually
attempts to stan one. It IS clear why the
film is called The Dreamers-it is full of
talk and no (non-sexual) action. Because
of this, the film holds little substance.
Then agam, real dreams are often the
same, often leading nowhere or right back
to the be~mning-but they're still wonh
remembenng.

BRIGHT MINDS
SPENP THEIR
SUMMER
AT ROOSEVELT.

• Loop or SchawnburgCampuses
• 11 diffe:rcnuchedules
• Special onc-wcck intensive COUI"Sd

Aprii30,May 17· 21
May20,....,14-18
May 21, June 21.25
June 1B,July 12 ·18
Juno 25, July 2li • 30
May 24 • July 2

May 24 -August18
May 14,Juno 4, 11, 18,2S,July2
May 15, Juno 5, 12, 19, Zli, .lily 10
June 7 - Allguot 2
July 6 - August 16

CHECK OUT OUR SUMMER CLASSES AT
WWW.ROOSEVELT.EDU/ SUMMER
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HOW TO SUBMIT:ering a CD-ROM or Mac~formatted Zip
disk with your images and a printout of the images to:

Glass Curtain Gallery, 1104.South Wabash, First Floor.

Specs: 300 DPI
At least 5' x 5'
B&W or Color (CMYK)
...
JPEG, TIFF or Scalable EPS .
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COLLEGE
CHICAGO'S
Urban Arts Festival
1

DEADLINE: MARCH 15

m ore info: call JT Newman@ 312.344.6650;

e-mail: jnewman@colum.edu OR
call Ania Greiner (Manifest coordinator)@ 312.344 .6642: e-mail: agreiner@colum .. cdu
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Chicago film industry
gets jump start in 2004
0 Production companies and government officials lure major studios
By Matthew Jaster

A&EEditor I
Chicago was a perfect fit for the upcoming drama The Weatherman. starring
Nicolas Cage and directed by Gore
Verbinski. The cast and crew came to town
to shoot scenes involving Chicago's typical
winter weather. What they got instead was
sunshine and temperatures in the upper 40s.
" I'm lboking out the window right now,
and the weather doesn't want to cooperate
with the film," said Richard Moskal, director of the Chicago Film Office in a recent
telephone interview. " Despite that, they've
fini shed shooting the tougher scenes and
things seem to be going along quite well."
The same could be said about the film
scene here in Chicago.
According to a press release from the
Chicago Film Office, s ince 1999, 18 films
that were set in Chicago were actually
filmed in Canada.
" If we're los ing projects to California and
other areas around the world, we' re also losing the opponunity to be in control of our
own future," Moskal said.
Last year, with the combined effons of
city and government officials, Chicago was
able to make changes to increase revenue
and encourage industry profess ionals to
film here.
"There is no one solution that can put
Chicago back on the map," Moskal said.
"Although the tax incentive has triggered a
great deal of interest, there is a unified front
here working to bring attention to filming in
Ch icago and Illinois."
Working hand in hand with the Chicago
Film Office is the Ill inois Production
Alliance, a nonprofit organization made up
of production companies, talent and craft
unions and professional organizations that
deal with all aspects of the visual media.
In August 2003, Illino is Gov. Rod
Blagojevich introduced a tax incentive to
restore the struggling fi lm community. The
work seems to be paying off.
Major studio features, such as The
Weatherman, Ice Harvest, Oceans 12 and
Batman: Intimidation Game, plan to shoot
scenes in Chicago. There are three to four
other major studio productions currently in
talks to fi lm in the city.
"There is plenty of talent right here in the
city," Moskal said. "We cenainly have the
opponunity to make Chicago a place where
fi lmmakers can live and work."
Moskal is quick to acknow ledge the independent film scene as the driving force

behind the film community.
" Independent features are doing quite
well right now. They've managed to hold
their own here in Chicago year after year,"
he said.
Bruce Sheridan, chairman of the Film and
Video Depanment at Columbia, be lieves
students are beginning to pay attention to
the options available outside of Hollywood.
" When I came to Columbia two and half
years ago, students who wanted to dedicate
themsel ves to filmmaking thought they
would have to leave the Midwest," Sheridan
said. "This has changed panty because
they've staned to believe in the potential of
Ch icago as a major, independent-oriented,
creative center for the visual media. They
also know more about the difficulties of
making an impact from inside the Los
Angeles entenainment industry."
"The notion of Columbia College film
students staying in the area after graduation
is a powerful one," Moskal said. "There are
oppot1unities here to fi ll the job ranks and
improve the community."
It also helps to have s uppon from
Ho llywood. Harold Ramis, a Chicago
native, is responsible for d irecting films
such as Cadd)•shack, Groundhog Day and
Analyze 7his. Recently, he 's been very
instrumental in getting Focus Features to
use Chicago as the backdrop for his latest
fi lm lee Harvest, starring John Cusack and
Billy Bob Thornton.
"We can't say enough about Harold
Ram is," Moskal said. "l ie's put his money
where his mouth is, and everybody has
bac ked him up to get the film made in
Chicago." Ice Harvest begins filming in
late March.
Film students have mixed opinions on the
idea of staying in Chicago to pursue a film
career.
" I' ll go wherever the jobs are, whatever
happens to the industry in the next five to I 0
years," said Austin Blank, a fre shman fi lm
student.
Paul Ru ffo lo plans to head to the West
Coast after graduation.
.
"They have a beach, an ocean, better
weather, and there just isn't as many opportunities here in Chicago right now," he said .
Moska l and his s taff at the Chicago Fi lm
Office are doing everything they can to keep
the industry thriving here in Chicago.
"There's always go ing to be a cheaper
destination than Chicago or Il linois,"
Moskal said. " But the interest and impact
that the industry has brought to the city
can't be denied."
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You can erase someone from your mind.
Ge n lng them out of your heart Is another story.

Eternal Sunshine

·o f the spotless mind

Do you dwell on negative events?
Do you feel regret?
Have you ever said "I wish we never met!"?
If so, stop by the Chronicle office, 623 South Wabash, Suite 205,
to pick up a complimentary pass to a special advance screening of
ETERNAL SUNSHINE OF THE SPOTLESS MIND
Thursday, March 18 at 7:30 pm at the AMC River East 21
Rules: No purchaM:- necessary. Tickets arc first com.:, fi rst scr\'c~l .mJ .w.ul:1bl.._. while ~urrhl') l.bl.
Limit one ticket per person. Employees of all promution.tl partne r~ .mJ thctr a~.:m:te:, olTC not dagihlc.
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'The Real World' meets reality
By Pods Qadayan
A&E Elfilr
This is the true story of seven
self-obsessed strangers picked to
live in a beachfi'ont house next to
volcanoes that may erupt at any
moment, have their lives scrutinized and laughed at, forced to
work together at a "group job"
that no one knows how to do,
while getting wasted, falling down
the stairs, sleeping with everyone
in the house and well ...
Find out what happens when
they stop being polite and stan
getting real: "The Real World:
Any city in America or the
world."
Oh, the slavery these people
have to endure.
From bisexual alcoholics, to the
good, good Christian boy, to the
antisocial/suicidal character, to
Puck (where the hell is Puck, anyway? Puck needs to be resurrected), "The Real World" has given
us what we all want-the truth,
the dirt and seeing those pampered brats at their worst and at
their dumbest
And here it is.
In tonight's episode, it doesn't
get much more real world than
this. The. story begins with good
ol' David Broom, the 26-year-old
Chicagoan from the "The Real
World: New Orleans," who
enlightened audiences with his
eclectic music and singing talent,
his Hulk-like physique and his
misunderstood persona.
Bro6m·was arrested Feb. II for
patronizing a prostitute. But
Broom is not all alone in the real
world.
In "the real world," we also
have Robin Hibbard from "The
Real World: San Diego" who was
arrested for battery at a bar in San
Diego and whined all the way to
the police station where she spent
the night Chicago !Tat boy Brad,
also !Tom the San Diego season,
was arrested that same night and
did a little jail time himself for
being a little too intoxicated for
the California police.

Then there was Adam King,
who, while visiting Ace from
" The Real World: Paris" was
arrested for loitering and being
under the influence of alcohol in
Georgia. Nice.

And who can forget Stephen
Williams from "The Real World:
Seattle"? In a major role reversal,
Williams was charged with the
intent to commit prostitution in
200 I when he happened to enter
the car of an undercover police
officer.
Now why wasn't that a scene
shown on "The Real World''?
Ah, "The Real World." What a
great concept in television. The
formula is so simple: throw in a
few white guys from some Big
Ten schools; mix in a couple of
pretty, whiny, annoying girls,
throw in a hard-working,
Christian virgin, cowboy, or punk
rocker. Oh, and don' t forget to
include the slut, the militant black
guy, the dumb blonde girl from
the town of 20 who comes to the
big city and bas never seen a
minority, the beautiful gay guy
who·no one knows is gay until he
confides while drunk in the hot
tub, and, ofcourse, "the bitch."
From Steven, the straight guy
working in a gay bar, to Trishelle,
aka Ho-elle, there's deftnitely a
lesson to be learned here, people.
MTV has done something fascinating: The producers have tampered with the cameras both onscreen and off to expose our ,gen-eration to some of the fmest: bigotry, bias, and a wide range of
people who are leaders in doing
some of the stupidest things ever.
Hmrnm. Makes me kinda wonder what season 45 will be like.

Columbia students head to 'Idol' finals
By Jamie Murnane
ME Edita
The third season of "American
Idol" is well underway and
Simon Cowell is just as rude as
ever. To get into the "idol"
groove, Columbia students and
faculty created their own talent
show--only without the overexposure and washed-up, pop star
judges. While Ryan Seacrest was
nowhere in sight, Columbia's idol
contestants sang with what the
"American Idol" hopefuls lackpride.
Six contestants for Columbia's
Pride Idol, the semifinals of the
Chicago Collegiate Pride Idol,
took the Conaway Center inside
the 1104 Center, 1104 S. Wabash
Ave., by storm with their karaoke
performances on March 4.
Three finalists were chosen to
go on to the April finals at the
Chicago Collegiate Pride Fest at
the University of Illinois at
Chicago.
There, the contestants will be
up against fi nalists from DePaul
and Roosevelt universities, UIC
and Un iversity of Chicago.
Representing Columbia wi ll be
sophomore Michael Harnichar,
freshman Kimberly Hilton and
sophomore Jacob Tuma.
During Tuma's first performance,
Student
Government
Association President Justin
Kulovsek--one of the judges-gave him a zero for hiding his
eyes with sunglasses.
"But
they're Gucci," Tuma said. His
zero was then changed to a five.
Courtney Arnold, coordinator
of the Office of Gay, Lesbian
Bisexual
and , Transgender
Concerns, has confidence that the
Columbia students will be victorious against other schools.
"We know we're going to win,"
she said. "But the more people
who come from Columbia to support them, the better the chance."
The finalists all happen to be
musical theater majors. Alben
"Bill" Williams-musical theater
instructor at Columbia and recent

Columbia Pride Idol fi nalists (from left to right) Michael Hamichar,
Kimberly Hilton a nd Jacob Tuma sing with host Daniel S immons.
Chicago Gay and Lesbian Hall of
Fame inductee-was in the audience and said he was very proud
of the students from his department.
"I know we're all competing,"
Will iams said, "But really, it's
like a big community."
The audience for Pride Idol
was sparsely populated. Arnold
said she thought the rain was to
blame for the small turnout, since
the Conaway Center is farther
away from the
rest of campus.
H arn i c h ar,
who signed up
for Pride Idol at
Williams' urging,
said the experience was " a lot
of fun, but students really need
to support school
functions more."
Before the judges made their
decisions, the three finalists and
the host treated the crowd io an
impromptu re'ndition of "Lady
Marmalade," originally a hit for
Patti LaBelle and revitalized in
the film Moulin Rouge.
"This was absolutely great,"
Kulovsek said . "Any time you
put a mic in' the face of a lot of
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THE MISSY ELLIOTT PROJECT
A na tionwide sear ch Is o n for the next big hlp hop s upers ta r !
Do you h ave w h at It takes?

l!.~©'ii'!lJJ~~ ~=~® ~li:lll
Center for Book

s.

a

Paper Arta

Wabaoh Avo.

Second Floor

THE MISSY ELLIOTT PROJECT will showcase contestants as they transform into multitalented entcnainers, in the procc>• facing weekly tests that determine who can make the cut.
And the enure time the contes tant~ will be living together in a bus thai is equipped with cameras
and mocrophonc~ 10 record their every move, 24 hours a day. 7 days a week.
Conte•tanr. woll have the opponunny to go on the road with Grammy Award-wlnnlnJ: artist
Miuy Ellioll and the chance to won a recording contract with Missy's label, Gold Mind
Record•.

work of Lesley Dill, an Internationally
known artist, sculptor, performer and
costumer, will be on 8Khlblt from
March 12 to April 24, 2004
as pari of
The

STRUCTURE & SKIN

Ju.r loke Ju.ron Tnnbcrlakc, Alicia Keys. Chrostina Aguilera and Mtssy Ellioll hcrsclf, thc next
btg urlr•n cntenaoncr could spnng from a variety of backgrounds, but what they will hnvc in
cumm<•n "supc""" talc111, super.tar style and •uper<tar alii tude.
If Y"" arc I k yea,. of age'" older and thonk you have what II lUkes to rnt1kc 11 111 the high-stress,
hojjh •take• wurld uf rnu•n., 1hc11gu to ~W, IIllllJiliiJIIO apply and for more onformution.

Chicago OPEN CALL Auditions
Wednesday March 101h, 2004
The Westin Michigan Avenue Chicago
909 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611

Columbi
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ce

p1la~
$50.............

D~ll
\

OPEN ING 5:30 PM

1104

people here at Columbia, there's
bound to [be) some good times."
Before the open karaoke began,
the judges ranked the finalists:
Hilton was third, Harnichar second and Tuma first.
The Collegiate Pride Idol finals
will take place on April 17 at UJC
from 6:45 p.m. to 10 p.m. The
event, which wi II be broadcast on
CAN-TV, will be j udged by spoken word artist Staceyann Chin, ·
columnist Dan Savage and drag .
performer
Patrick Russo.
The
fi l1t
place winner
will receive
$2QO, second
pi
1 .J100
'and 'i Uiird
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OPEN AUDITIONS!!!
Composers, Models,

Singers~

Dancers,

Please bring your resume as well as:
Actors. Dancers - headshots, Models - composite card or portfolio, Musicians - qotdemo

Monday, March 15
6:30 p.m. - 8:50 p.m.

WHEN:
WHERE:

Columbia Residence Center
731 S. Plymouth Court TV Lounge

Need talent for an upcoming project or production?
Stop by or contact us at the address below.
If you have any questions e-mail MONDAETalent@aol.com

_______.WE REPRESEN ---Iu ici

ce

~

Models, Actors

(Models need comp cards and Actors need head shots)

AUDITIONS WILL BE HELD ...
Wed., March 17, 2004 @ 6:30 p.m.
624 S. Michigan, Room 905
For consideration or information, e-mail the905agency@yahoo.com
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By Bdan Rodriquez
Conlriluting Writer
While animated entenainment
intended for the elementary school
crowd dominates Saturday mornings on network television, cartoons are increasingly focusing on
audiences that stay up past bedtime.
It's no mistake that Spike TV, one
of cable programming's newest
channels, features a significant
amount of programming of the ink
and pen variety.
"The Simpsons," a staple of the
Fox network for nearly I 5 years,
has a huge adu lt following.
Comedy Central has "South Park"
andSpikeTV hasbroughtoutacartoon lineup that includes "Gary the
Rat," " Ren and Stimpy" and
"Stripperella."
Last year, Canoon Network
released a cl uster of animated
'toons in a slot called, "Adult
Swim," which includes "Aqua Teen
Hunger Force," "Harvey Birdman,
Anorney at Law" and "Sea lab
2021."
Adam Reed, who helped create
"Sealab 2021," said he thinks that
many adults tune in because they
are sick and tired of the same old
formulas of live-action television.
" We think a lot of viewers have
grown a linle tired of the predictability of the li ve-action comedies the networks are cranking out,"
he said. " With a few exceptions,
they're all basically interchangeable."
Michael Ouweleen, creator of
" Harvey Birdman, Anomey at
Law," said he thinks humor can
explore issues that are hard to raise
elsewhere--issues that live television has a hard time dealing with.
''Who told the truth in
Shakespeare? The coun fool or
jester?" he said. "And animation
can address taboo issues even more

so, because it's even one level more
removed from reality."
But the appeal of modern cartoons is based less on the medium
and more on the content. In fact, in
some canoons, the animation itself
is somewhat of an aftenhought.
Cartoon Network's "Sealab 202 I"
actually reuses footage from the
original "Sealab 2020."
"The fans of our show are pretty
forgiving; they don't rag on the animation nearly. as often as they
could," Reed said.
Ouweleen agrees. " If it's 'Adult
Swim' we're talking about, then it
sure ain't the animation," he said.
Allan Johnson, a writer for the
Chicago Tribune, contends it's
something much mr-~ basic.
"Writing is key. t'eople want a
story at the end of the day," Johnson
said.
,
Writers have a great advantage.
They can take the ir stories to a level
that live action cannot. It gives
them the freedom to be more ereative, harsh and outlandish.
For instance, Homer Simpson
has lived across the street from former President Bush, won a
Gram my, taken a trip to the moon
and visited almost every major
country in the world.
Ouweleen said that character and
plot are generally what people
respond to and many of the shows
in "Adult Swim" are characterbased as a result.
" They have more time to write
and change dialogue way ahead of
time. The writers really, really give
as--," Johnson said.
With such crafty writing, these
shows seem to be Juring adults to
cartoons for the first time, right?
Not so, said Barry Young, a
Columbia faculty member and

director of the Film and
Video Depanment's
Animation Center.
"Adults staned carloons for their own
personal amusement.
was a toy," he said.
Young said the Walt Disney Co.
was one of the first companies that
decided to generate cartoons especially for kids.
Even though canoons were
tagged as "kids' stuff," Young said
that teenagers and college kids still
responded to animation. Many college students in the '60s were into
" Yogi Bear."
According to Ouweleen, the popularity of"The Simpsons" is living
proof that adults are still interested
in animation.
"Adults never stopped watching
canoons. Cenainly they have been
watching 'The Simpsons' for over
10 years," Ouweleen said.
Young said that cartoons on network television staned to fade after
the glory days of the Saturday
morning cartoons. This is mostly
due to outside influence on content,
especially effons to make chiidren 's shows more educational.
Of course, cartoons have found a
new home. Cable networks such as
Comedy Central, Nickelodeon, the
Cartoon Network and Spike TV, are
various outlets for cartoon shows.
Roben Pini, a media relations
representative for Spike TV, said
that cable television gives animalion more freedom than is available
on network television.
"Cable can experiment and is a
lot more flexible. These cartoons
air from I 0 p.m. to I 2 a.m., and networks can't change over the news,"
Pini said.
With this freedom, Canoon

programming
that appealed to adultscartoons that had s ituations
and jokes that reflected adult
values.
Still, for the adults who were not
fans from the beginning and just
happened to pick up these programs, Ouweleen said he thinks
they do it for the same reasons anyone watches television.
" I think adults choose to watch
whatever is entenaining, really, and
for the most part, don't set out to
choose between animation or live
action," Ouweleen said.
Cartoons are a medium that provides an escape from everyday programming for adults, Reed said.
And adult cartoons are something
different, something bold.
But not all adults have continued
to watch cartoons.
" I imagine once [females] hit
pubeny, they tend to stray away
from canoons and start reading
magazines. They stan to be more
interested in fashion and style,"
Young said.
Even if all women aren't cartoon
buffs, it doesn't mean they don't
like to watch them.
Young said he thinks women are
just interested in a different kind of
animation. Disney movies, he
believes, are examples of cartoons
women tend to enjoy.
" Women who do watch cartoons
tend to appreciate Disney movies
because of the role models like
Belle or Ariel, or they like the emotional movies like Bambi," Young
said.

Likewise, Ouweleen said he
thinks that women prefer emotionally-driven shows. He said he
believes women are drawn to
shows like "The West Wing" or
"Friends"- prograrns that are plot
and character driven.
"Shows that bridge comedy and
have an emphasis on relationships
and seeing characters develop emotionally can be huge gender crossing hits," Ouweleen said. He thinks
males watch cartoons more than
females because they place a higher value on comedy.
Another reason why women may
not watch canoons is the way
women are represented.
"It's probably because we write
so terribly for our female characters, and they a lways come across
as shrill, clingy, neurotic and onenote," Reed said.
Because men age 18 to 34 are the
target audience, Spike TV, formerly
The Nashville Network, is designed
as a station for men and includes
animated shows with half-naked
women and a couple of gassy anima ls-shows that programmers
feel male audiences wi ll really
respond to.
"Spike TV is a network for men.
When they decided that men liked
animation, they put out cartoons
they believed men would like, and
it works," Pini said.
Cartoons may be for men now,
but whatever the target audience,
Reed said executives base a cartoon's success on one major factor:
money.
"As long as adult cartoons keep
making money, the networks will
keep making adult cartoons," he
said.
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Homemade 1/2 Pound Burgers, Baked Submarines,
Turkey Burgers, Salads, Italian Beef, Soups, Hot
Dogs, Croissiants, Omelettes, Gyros, Chili Cheese
Fries, Chicken Gyros, Pizza Puffs, Spinach Pie,
Chicken Nuggets and many more items.
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638 S. Clark • 312/427-2320 • Fax 312/427-2616
Delivery & Carry-Out • Open 11 'til 11 All Week

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!

Off Any Large
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ATTENTION ALL JOURNALISM

Columbia

COLLEGE

STUDENTS, PHOT().JOURNALISTS

CHICAGO

African American Students
Asian American Students
Opportunities International Students
for College GLBT Students
Money
Latino Students
Native American Students
you are all invited to the

Multicultural
Student Scholarship Workshop
11/orkshop_(totum
speolemfrom
the U/n6ng Center
linder:grodunlt
. -ldmiiiiom
Mu/6cu/lurol AfJmrs

Wednesday, March 10, 2004
2:00- 3:30p.m.
Student Center Room 311
623 South Wabash

MULTI-CULTURAL AFFAIRS

&

EDITORIAL CARTOONISTS!

Applications for the 2004-2005
John Fischetti Scholarship are
now available in the Journalism
Department, Suite 1300,
624 S. Michigan Ave.
All fu ll-time Columbia College students ,
including graduate students , who specialize
in print or broadcast journalism , photojournalism , editorial art or pol itical cartooning ,
are eligible to apply. Awards are based on
academic merit, financial need and service
in the student's speciality (i.e ., internships,
work on student publication or productions .)
Twenty-seven scholarships, up to $2 ,000
each , were awarded for 2003-2004 .
·

SpotrJtJqJand mordmotuJ by OffK'cs o f Afnnm Anu:nc:.Ul CulturaJ Aff:urs, lnrtmatlonal Stuth m Affa1rs.
GLBT :.and l .•mn• ) c:ulrur.&l Af,:.u~
J"tt 1:x>rc- tnf~:r:uuon, pk;K< Cc::.ltXL R.Jchel .John~ ~~ J:.! }44 ~'IJ~. ~;mcm(.\;uo 21 J.~_\.1 .; -!57,
Cou:UK}' .\:nold 2 1 _'\ :23JI. ti51J or :\ru M.L.·"U Sotn .u 312 ~11. -fl:2

THE APPLICATION DEADLINE IS

MARCH 19, 2004

for undergraduates at Columbia College Chicago
Deadlines To Apply For Scholarships Are Around the Corner!
Academic Excellence
Award
Deadline: March 15, 2004

Alben Weisman
ScholarshiP
Deadline: Early April

David Rubin ScholarshiP
Deadline: April 1, 2004

Helen Fong Dare
ScholarshiP
Deadline: Early March

Hermann Conawav
ScholarshiP
Deadline: March 15, 2004

Hlllarv Kalish
ScholarshiP
Deadline: April 1, 2004

Fine Art Students

Photography Students

Pougialis Fine Arts Award

Kodak Scholarship

Fashion Deslgn/AEMM
Students
Precious Lashley Fashion
Scholarship

AEMM Students
The Chuck Suber Scholarship

ASl Students
Michael Frylewlcz

Earlv Childhood
Education Students Joan

Radio Students
AI Parker Scholarship

Senior seminar Students
Jane Alexandroff Senior Project
Award

Television Students
AI Lira Sch ola~hip
Edward L. and Ma~ha E. Morris
Scholarship
Thaine Lyman Scholarship

and Irving Harris Scholarship

Musical Theater
Students

Fiction Writing Students

Betty Garrett Musical Theater
Scholarship Fund

Sylvia McNair Travel Story
Scholarship

Journalism Students
John Fischetti Scholarship

Theater Students
David Talbot Cox Schola~hlp
Fund
Freshman Achievement Award

Michael Merritt
Scholarship/Designer-InResidence

NEWII
lrv Kupcient Scholarship for
students majoring in
Journalism, Tel~vision or
Radio.
Patricia McCarty Scholarship
Fund for students majoring in
Marketing.

APPiicauons are
available at:
Student Financial Services,
600 S . Michigan, Room 303
Office of Enrollement
Management,
600 S . Michigan, Room 300
Academic Advising ,
623 S . Wabash, Room 300
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Steve McQueen Birthday Month
Sun 3/7 - The Blob - What's
Eating This Small Town -7pm
Sun 3/14- Steve & Ali McGraw
in The Getaway- 7pm

Join us during the Lent Easter Season
C hrist the King Lutheran Church, ELCA

Sun ~/21 - Steve's Last Film The Hunter- 7pm

Worship with the Holy Communion every Sunday at 10:00 a.m.
Lenten Bible Study "Women of the New Testament: Mary Magdalene,
Lydia, eta/." every Thursday at 6:00p.m. (February 26 through April B)

Weds 3/2.4- Steve's 8-day Party
The Magnificent Seven - 6pm
+ Wichita Shut-Ins C&W DJ lawrence

1532 S. Michigan Ave. (just south of Old St. Mary's)

Students Welcome!

312.939.3720 Reverend Scott Chinburg,_Pastor
Sharing God's Love and Embracing Diversity

0

Latino Student
film Festival

10 March 2004 • Hokin Hall6-8pm·
623 South Wabash Chicago, ll
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Invited
6Biackgoo
9 Cathedral
Instrument
14 Onlon-fla110red
seasoning
15 VHal statistic
16 Sudden rise
H Tall stories
18 Palm of a paw
19 Proboscis
20 Electrical
problems
23 Actor Ely
24 Had a bite
25 Drench
28 Camera stand
32 A-Team member
33 List of dishes
34 Cutoff-man's
function
35 Persevere
36 Consumer
37 Troubles
38 Perplexing
problem
39 Anglers' needs
40 ICU element
41 New York river
42 Measuring
instrument
43 Measure (out)
44 Endea110r
45 Milkshake's

cousin
46 Citrus cooler
4 7 Notes of scales
48 Architectural
add-on
49 Certain derby
participants
56 Military hat
58 _ on your life!
59 Run-down
dwelling
60 Singing cowboy
61 "The Three
Facesol_"
62 Stage type
63 Trepidation
64 _Moines
65 Religious grp.
DOWN
1 Play parts
2 Persian ruler
3 Metric measure,
briefly

Announcements
Make Money taking Online Surveys Earn $10-$125 for Surveys Earn
$25-$250 for Focus Groups Visit www.cash4students.com/columcol
Make Up To $65/hr From Home In Your Spare lime. Visit
www.ezmoneyforstudents.com
Part Time
Bartenders and Doorman Wabash Tap - 1233 S. Wabash Please fax
resume to 312.360.0015
Travel

At all times
Lay waste to
Gimmeputt
Food thickener
VIP's rug
Davis of "Do the
Right Thing"
10 Pipsqueak
11 Fillswith
disgust
12 Belore now
13 Jersey eager
21 Cape on the
AU antic
22 Speak
26 Irritable
27 Contracted, as
lips
28 Emotional
4
5
6
7
8
9

shock
29 Checked, as
horses
30 Unable to read
Sticking stuff
Lichen-covered
Wall painting
Became rougher
38 Part of a pansy
31
32
33
35

Solutions
wo N 3 0 s
V N 3 ~ "
1 3 II 0 ~
s tl 3 1 "
1
0 3 1 1 v
3D n v D
s 0 0 ~
tl 3 s n
nN3 w
d 0 s
3

Get the "bleep• out of the cold! Mexico/Carribean only $125 each way
all taxes included. Other worldwide destinations cheap. Book on-line
www.airtech.com or (212) 219-7000.
3 0

3 " 3
! 0 N
s
~ 3 1
)I
1 3
s "
w. A ~ 1
.l s v 3
~ 3 s 0 d
3 d 0 ::>
.l ~ w
0
1 v
N 0
s .l 1 n ::> ~ I ::>
.l 0 0 N S
0 v d
3 D ~ n s
3 9 "
NV 9 ~ 0
~ v 1 .
42 Lancelot's son
45 Jan. honoree
47 Oad of Beau
Bridges
48 Bob of the
PGA
50 Soup vegetable

0" 3 ~ 0
A ~ ! n v
0 )I " ~ s
1 0
3 0 v
.l 3 w
I N n
1 I V
A V 1 3 ~
0 d I ~ 1

11

~ ··

~
~ 0 H S
3 1 v 1
3 II I ~ 0
0 3 )I s v

!

s

51 Wander about
52 Barreled (along)
53 Roulette choice
54 Nevada city
55 Bridge coup
56 Forlorn
57 "Ben _ .
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Our 105th
Third Generation • Same Family Ownership
312-427-5580 • 24 Hour Fax: 312-427-1898

Year

www.central-camera.com
email: sales@central-camera.com

We're Close, We're Convenient, We're here to Help Youl We Open@ 8:30 AM, 6 Days a Week

Why Go Digital?
When You Can Get Great Values On Film Cameras.
Get More Features and Convenience at Low Cost.
There's Never Been a Better Time to Get A Great Film Cameral

MINOLTA

Minolta Maxxum 4 Date or Maxxum 5 Date
Get $100 in Free Stuff With Either Camera

MAXXUM4
mml

$19995
.with Minoha
28·100mm Zoom
Lens and Strap

tomato, chedder cheese, green onions, salsa, sour cream

w/ choice of beef or veggie chili

Chicken Salad $3.75
Romaine, chicken, grapes, noodles, honey mustard dressing

Soup: Mon- Sout hwestern Chicken Vegetable
Tues- Turkey Wild Rice
Wed - Chicken Gumbo

South Sea~ OJ"f!.,plan. They are lte!1l,s
~

.

$11./~/.~0~

Hl,m H u i i(DI
i),llliCI

Cer~

\V. Hvne> (DI

$3.480.039
$3,476 . 923

J. C h1e o (01

$2.479 . 143

Barack Obam.1 1DI

$2 . 158 . 737
$1.400 , 900
·\ndrC'\\

J i\\t h.('ll'l.1

1R1

].Hnt·,IJ Ohtr\\c" R•

$1.332.799
$L 015 . 517

Top
Spen(Jers
In The
Illinois
Senate
Race.

$835,902

Mliii!!IIFINI!iii,berger(R)

$3 51. 031

ME!M'fii

$247.462
$203 .157

(0)

"¥Nark w Anderson
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Associate Editor
With the Democratic presidential nomination process all but
sewn up for John Kerry, the lllinois
primary election on March 16
might seem to be little more than
an afterthought to most voters. But
if money is any indication, the
2004 Illinois Senate campaign is
among the most important congressional races in the nation, and
it could change the way future
political campaigns in the state are
conducted.
More money has been spent in
Illinois-more than $21 millio n
and counting-by candidates seeking to replace outgoing Republican
U.S. Sen. Peter Fitzgerald than in
any other state this election cycle.
Part of the reason is because there
are more candidates involvedseven Democrats and eight
Republicans--than in any other
race in the country. But more
importantly, Illinois has turned into
the home of big spenders this election season: Two of the front-runners--Blair Hull and Jack Ryanhave spent more than $14 million
between them so far.
And in a crowded field of candidates, money may end up making
all the difference.
'The story of 2004 is money,"
said Russ Stewan, an online
columnist and longtime observer of
Illinois politics. ''Take a look at the
quality of candidate-there's no
one of any great stature running.
And when no candidate in a race
has great name recognition, money
often becomes very imporwnt."
While there may not be any
well -known candidate, what is
notable is just how many candidates have at least some name
recognition. On the Democratic
side, no less than five of the seven
candidates enjoy statewide recognition, and the s ixth- Nancy
Skinner- was once a popular radio
talk show holt. State Comptroller
Dan Hynes, Cook County
Treasurer Maria Pappas, 1tate Sen.
Barack Obama and · former
ChicaiO School Board Prealdent
Oery Chico all occupied hijlh-profile po~ition• in • Jlate Where
Chicai(J politict often dominate•
news rovera~. lk<:urltle• trader
Hull hu etrned ltatewlde reco,nltion thwug/1 1n exten•ive, and

$82 . 583
Ryan lluggiWThe Chronicle

expensive, marketing campaign.
For the Republicans, the story is
less well known. Only James
Oberweis, who has added an
investment firm to his family's successful dairy operatio ns, was relatively well-recognized before
vying for the seat
Front-runner Ryan, once married to actress Jeri Ryan, abandoned a career in high finance to
teach high school before deciding
to enter the race, and, like Hull, has
financed his campaign out of his
own pocket.
Businessmen ~ndy McKenna
and Dr. Chirinjeev Kathuria, along
with
state
Sen.
Steve
Rauschenberger and retired U.S Air
Force Gen. John Borling, round out
the field.
Republicans also face an uphill
battle to win the heans and minds
of Illinois voters in the wake of
George Ryan's indictment o n
charges of corruption as pan of a
licenses-for-bribes scheme alleged
to have occurred while the ex-governor was secretary of state. Should
one of the Democratic candidates
win the general e lection in
November, both of Illinois' U.S.
Senate seats and the governor's
office would be held by Democrats.
Illinois' current governor, Rod
Blagojcvich, and soon-to-be senio r
Sen. Dick Durbin, arc Democrats.
"I think that in Illinois, what's
happened in the Republican Pany
in the past few years is that they' ve
lost some of the public 's confidence," said Aviva Patt, campaign
manager for the Independent Voters
of Illinois-Independent Precinct
Organization, a nonpanisan, independent, political organizatio n
based in Chicago. "Whichever candidate they choose will have to
work very hard to try and restore
that confidence if they ure going to
retain the sent."
For much of the campaign,
Hull 's free-spending wnyv looked
to be a boon for those hoping for n
Democratic victory. Spendi ng
more than $12 millio n of his own
money, I lull has become purt of o
national trend toward spending llgnlf1cont sums to wi n elections for
U.S. Senote MCUIJI.
In 191J4, Republican Cullfornlo
Con,re••mnn Mlch~~el I lufnnaton
dropped $30 million of hla own

money in an unsuccessful bid to
unseat Democrat Sen. Diane
Feinstein, while in 2000, investment banker Jon Corzine spent
upward of $60 million to become a
New Jersey senator. Hull, for his
part, has yet to match such stratospheric numbers, but has already
assured himself a place at the top of
the list of candidates who spent the
most money in 2004.
But for all of the money he has
spent, Hull has also found that how
a campaign is run can mean more
than how much money is spent.
Dogged in recent weeks by accusations of physical violence against
an ex-wife, Hull has seen his suppon slip--particularly against
Obama, who has enjoyed frontrunner status in the past. With little
direct experience in running a campaign, Hull's missteps in addressing the controversy over his
divorce seem to have equalized his
once-formidable advantage in campaign spending.
Peter Fitzgerald, the o utgoing
senator who decided not to run last
April , spent more than $ 16 million
of his own mo ney in 1998 to win
the seat.
With voters turned off from
the Hull campaign, a crowded
field and no drama left in the
pr~side ntial primary races, the
question in Illinois this E lection
Day may well be whether anyone
is going to show up.
In the 2000 statewide election,
little more than half of the state's
registered voters- 52.8 percentturned out to vote. As well, only the
well-funded campaigns can afford .
effective statewide political organizatio ns, leaving other campaigns
without the suppon systems needed
to get voters to the polls. Plus, with
such o crowded field, many voters
may not hove the time to make an
informed decision.
" With no presidential race, ond
with the Democratic nominee
already decided by the time the pri·
mary comes around, I think one of
the main concerns Is whether people wi ll come o ut and vote," Patt .
sold. " One of the bla Htorie& lin this
rncel Is how much closeness there
Is In euch pany omona cundldotcs
on the lssue1. Voters huvc to dl(l n
little bit deeper in o rder to make up
their mind s."
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Flexible parking Blackstone still on the market
ticket payment
plans now in use
0 Landmark hotel not an easy sell for the Beatles former spiritual adviser

0 Fines exceeding $500 must be paid in one year
By Maria Raynes
Staff Writer
More than 280,000 drivers with
unpaid parking tickets have a
chance to avoid the Denver boot
under a new amnesty program
being offered by the city of
Chicago.
The city is owed more than
$250 million in unpaid parking
tickets, with some individuals
owing up to $40,000. The sixweek amnesty program was developed by the city in 2002 to assist
motorists with outstanding debt by
deleting past due charges, which
totaled $14 million.
This is the first time in 20 years
the city has offered a payment
plan to scofflaws.
The program began March I
and allows anyone with more
than $500 in parking tickets to
pay the fines over time, rather
than at once. Since this new program is offered for an entire year,
the money generated will likely
exceed the 2002 amnesty plan.
Anyone who has been booted
or is boot eligible (three tickets
or more), and meets the $500
threshold, can sign up through
the end of March. After March
31, those who are boot eligible
can sign up for the plan until
March 31, 2005. Motorists have
a maximum of 12· months from
the time they sign up to complete
their payments, which will be

monitored on a case-by-case
basis.
The first of the two programs
offered is a general program and
will require an initial payment of
$500 or 25 percent of the total
debt, wh ichever is greater.
Under the second program, that
of hardship cases, the city will
require an initial payment of the
lesser of $250 or 25 percent of
the debt.
Qualifications for
hardship will be certified proof
of participation in the Low
Income Home Energy Assistance
Program, Federal public housing/Section 8, food stamps,
Medicaid
or Supplementa l
Security Income.
"This is a convenience," said
Annette Martinez, spokeswoman
for Chicago's Department of
Revenue, encouraging moto ri sts
to take advantage of the program
in the first month. She fears
people will procrastinate and
risk being booted.
According to Martinez, more
than half of the participants in
the early 1980s plan defaulted on
their payments. This time the
city has stricter terms and is
enforcing a $100 fine if a participant defaults, as well as loss of
the ability to continue in the plan.
To inquire about eligibility, those
whose last names start with letters
A-J should call (866) 391-3972, for
K-Z, call (312) 893-4800.

By Alicia Dorr
Staff Writer
After sitting on the market for
eight months, the Blackstone
Hotel is still empty. The historic
hotel located at 636 S. Michigan
Ave. has not attracted a serious
buyer since current owner
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi decided
to sell the property.
The Blackstone was set to
house luxury condos benefiting
the Maharishi World Peace Fund.
Maharishi, former spiritual adviser to Beatles, planned to convert
the building into a "peace palace,"
to rai se awareness and money for
peace projects worldwide.
The condos were priced high,
however, and interest fizz led. Art
Burrows, senior vice president of
real estate organization NAI
Hiffman and current broker for
the building, said the timing was
off.
"[Maharishi] started marketing
luxury apartments a couple of
weeks after 9/11, and the economy had changed," Burrows said.
Maharishi put the building up for
sale with a $35 million price tag.
The price dropped to $31 million, as Burrows schedules tours
for prospective buyers. He said
the building is once again attracting interest.
The hotel has been registered as
a Chicago landmark since 1998
and has been a choice hotel of
nearIy every president since it was
The
completed
in
1910.
Blackstone has also been a setting
in
movies
such as
The
Untouchables and The Babe. It is
famous for its Crystal Ballroom,
the Presidential Suite and the
famous smoke-filled room.
The Blackstone was closed by
the city in 1999 due to 103 building code violations and has
remained closed since Yogi
acquired the property.
Aside from some exterior work,
the hotel has not been renovated.
Pete Scales, senior public information officer for the city's
Planning and Development and
Chicago Landmarks, said the historic building has not fallen into
disrepair despite being vacant for
so long.
"We're keeping abreast of
what's going on there, and as far
as we know, there aren 't any building code violations," Scales said.
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•''<, Apjlt~keting occ~ on
the CTA platform at 200 s :

WabaSh Ave>., Feb. 21 at 1:55 p.m. ·
.No one lias been taken in«> custody, in connection with .!his incident.

Theresa Scarbrouglt/The Chronicle

In its prime, the historic Blackstone Hotel was host to many U.S.
presidents and featured in several major motion pictures.

Burrows said some exterior
work will begin in the next couple
of months before it can be sold.
This will mostly be fa~ade work
on the outer brick and terra cotta.
Though Maharishi will continue
this work, most of the renovations
will be left to the new owners.
"Redevelopment is rather challenging, and it didn't really fit into
what they usually do, so [the
Maharishi Peace Fund] decided to
sell," Burrows said.
Burrows said the building's history is important to its future.
Because certain rooms cannot be
altered due to their history, com-

plete overhauls of the property are
not possible. He said it is easier to
keep the 22-story building as a
hotel with residential condos on
the higher floors.
"A combination of condos and a
hotel works the best with historic
structures, so this is most likely
what will be done," Burrows said.
Despite being left vacant for so
long, Scales looks forward to the
Blackstone's future.
4
"It is still a Chicago landmark.
Hopefully they can sell it to
someone who can fix it up,"
Scales said.

Gays rally for
right to marry
0 Gov. Rod Blagojevich's sister-in-law arrested
By Jennifer Golz
Ci1y Beat E(jtor

Andrew J . ScoiiiThe Chronicle

Woodbridge, 111.-based Wilton Enterprises designed the cake for Chicago's 167th anniversary
party, which took place at Navy Pier on March 4.

Chicago slated to host Gay Games VII in 2006
0 World's largest amateur sporting event to bring city $25M in revenue
By Eric W. Alexy
Asslst.n Clly Beat Edtor
After much deliberation, and
amid even more controversy.
Chicago was announced as the
host of Gay Games VII in 2006
on March 2.
The games, scheduled for July
15 to 22, will bring Chicago-area
businesses between an estimated
S25 million and S50 million in
revenue, while attracting somewhere between 35,000 and
60,000 visitors to the city, said
Dennis Sneyers, co-chair of
Chicago Games Inc., the group
responsible for the ci ty '~ Gay
Games bid.
According to Tracy Bairn, vice
co-<:hair of Chicago Games. the
group initially bid for the game•
in 2001 , though it wa~n ' t until
recently, after Montreal uroppcd
out of contention uuc to connict•
with the Game~ organi~.cn. that
Chicago wa' \Criou, ly con~ tucreu
to hO\t the event\ .
Sneyer' \aiu Chicago eventually won the bid inMcad o f L.m
Angeln. the <mly othe r city contending for the U>06 Game\, for
\CVeral reaMm\.
"We derrnm,trated our commitment to the Gay Game~ movement," he \aid, " and we' ve al"o
de mim\trated that we' re eager to
reach a l icen~~e agreeme nt relativel y~ ...
The
licen\c
agreement
between (<hicag<> Oame" and the
Federation of Gay Game' is
~heduled f(>r t mnpletlon by the

end of the month, Bairn said. At
that time, Chicago Games will be
able to proceed in gathering
sponsors and securing event
locations.
At present, events are slated to
take place at Navy Pier,
Northwestern
University,
University of Illinois and Hyde
Park, according to Bairn.
To some, including 2002 Gay
Games ice skating Gold Medalist
Victoria Stagg Elliott, 2006 is not
the ideal time for Chicago to host
the games.

" We have two ycurs to plan an
eve nt , which prev iou ~ ly hnve
take n four or five yean to plnn,"
Elliott said . "Chkago get~ one
chHnce to ho~t the Guy Onmes,
and thi" i" nul the right situation."
Elliott ulso hellevcs thnt
Re ndezvous 2006, u "imllnr event
to he he ld In Montreul lletween
July 29 nnd Aug. ~. 20()6, could
lloke nwuy from the Guy Oumes.
llnwcver, IJuhn di.IC" not llellcve
It will chu'Klnny problem".
' 'We felt the community Is lnrgc
tllllugh to "upport three or four of
the!IC kI!KIA of cvcntA," "he s~ld.
' 'We al110 felt that the unlquchtlNN of

the Gay Games was such that people will come. You build it and they
will come because of the emotion
of the Gay Games movement."
The Gay Games are held every
four years and they are open to
people of all ski ll levels and sexual orientations.
More than I 0,000 athletes are
expected to participate in the
2006 Games. Registration is set
to open in May, Bairn said.
To avoid the financial problems that besieged previous
Games, Sne yers said the C hicago
Games would be focusing less
on parties and cultural e vents
than in years past.
He expects the games to cost
j ust a little more than $6 million.
Registration fees will cover
:tround $ 1 million , while an additional $2 million will come from
corporate donations.
"Our first hope is that we have
un event thut's well attended. Our
second hope is thut we're able to
live up to expectutions of keeping
cost down for purticipunts while
mukln g it u flnnn c iully sou nd
event." Sncyers suid.
Bulm noted thut the 2002
Omncs In Austrnlln brought the
country more thun $80 million
und cemented them us u sufc
community l'or f!Uys .
"Chlc nJ!o Is l!Oi ng to be put on
the buurd nuw bccnusc of this, "
11ulm snld . "Chlcnao hns so
muny te rrlrlc l!llY orannilntlons
nntln pro-guy mnyor. nnd I think
thl" will "howcustl thnt HI the
world for the lnn11 term ."
www CohnnlliAChronl( lo rrrm

When Ron Shaw and hi s partner of four years applied for a
marriage license March 4, they
were denied and instead were
offered a domestic partner registry as an alternative.
"It was offensive to what our
relationship stands for," Shaw said.
''They give murderers on death row
the right to marry, but not gays-all we want is equal rights."
Shaw was not alone when he
made his request at the Cook
County Marriage License Bureau.
More than 300 people paraded
through City Hall and flooded into
the street in front of the Cook
County Administration Building,
69 W. Washington St., March 4 in
rally for the right of same-sex couples to marry.
Police acted as a divider
between gay activists in front of
City Hall and anti-gay activists
across the street at the Daley
Center. Messages with biblical references were hurled across the
street from a crowd of nearly I 00
anti-gay protesters.
Last month, both Mayor
Richard M. Daley and Cook
County Clerk David Orr said
they support gay marriages but
are unable to help the cause
while remaining inside the
boundaries of state law.
Andy Thayer, co-founder of the
Chicago Anti-Bashing Network,
said he does not truly believe
"Daley's hands are tied."
" Performing an actual wedding
ceremony carries a maximum
$500 fine. Do the right thing, issue
the marriage licenses, we' II pay
the fme for you," Thayer said.
According to Scott Burnham,
press secretary for Orr, the County
Clerk's Office is meeting with
activists and lawmakers to find a
way to allow same-sex couples to
marry legally.
"San Francisco is a little different because the clerk received the

go ahead straight from the Mayor's
Office, as well as support from the
entire City Council, including the
State's Attorney," Burnham said.
In the meantime, the domestic
partner registry is being offered to
same-sex couples living in
Chicago and suburban Cook
County. The registry creates a formal document of the relationship
on ftle with the county but does not
guarantee any new legal rights.
"Civil unions are basically
second-class marriage licenses
that are only legal in Vermont,"
Thayer said. ''The domestic partner registry carries very limited
benefits. They are gains we
applauded, but they are not the
equality of the law."
When same-sex couples were
denied marriage licenses at City
Hall, they crossed the street and
called for Orr to meet the public
with answers. They were met with
a police barricade at the administration building.
According to police officials,
Orr would allow 10 people to act
as spokespeople for the protesters and discuss the issue at hand
in his office. But Thayer said
tbey went as a group or not at
all; he eouldn 't make decisions
for the community.
When it was evident Orr was
going to meet the group face to
face, some protesters walked into
the street, obstructing eastbound
traffic on Washington Street The
protesters were dragged back to
the sidewalk by police. However,
Deborah Mell, daughter of
Alderman Dick Mell (33rd Ward)
and sister-in-law of Gov. Rod
Blagojevich, was arrested as she
ran back into tbe street.
"Rallies are a tradition of the
civil rights movement," Thayer
said. ''This is how they've always
been won in the past and this is
how they' ll be won today."
A second rally is scheduled for
March II at noon in front of City
Hall. where Orr's presence will
once again be requested.

Brent Watton and Son. N rvau pt'Otut In aupport of gay """"
rtagea at tht Cook County Cltr!('a Ofllct, 118 N. Clark St.

